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1. BACKGROUND & INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan is the culmination of many years work 
and community consultation by Sprowston Town Council, some of which 
occurred before the Localism Act came into force.  The Sprowston 
Neighbourhood Plan is informed by a significant volume of historic 
consultation and data as well as the results of extensive consultation and 
data collection undertaken as part of the Neighbourhood Planning process. 

1.2. This Consultation Statement builds on the work mentioned above and is 
designed to meet the requirements for such a statement as set out in the 
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.  It summarises the 
community consultation process that was undertaken in producing the 
Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan and shows how the requirements of 
Regulations 14 and 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 
2012 have been satisfied. 

1.3. In formulating the Neighbourhood Plan, Sprowston Town Council sought to 
engage the local community as early in the process to ensure that their views 
were represented and incorporated from the outset.  The Town Council also 
sought to engage as wide a range of community members to ensure that the 
Neighbourhood Plan represented the views of the entire community including 
hard to reach groups. The Town Council then sought to sustain this level of 
community engagement throughout the Neighbourhood Plan making 
process. 

1.4. Sprowston Town Council developed its own Community Engagement 
Strategy in 2009 (updated 2012) which is available on the Town Council’s 
website (see Appendix A).  The principles of this strategy were applied to 
the development of the Neighbourhood Plan.

1.5. Building on the Council’s Community Engagement Strategy, the consultation 
process underpinning the Neighbourhood Plan was, in summary, guided by a 
number of objectives:  
o to ensure that consultation events took place at critical points in the 

process where the communities views could inform the process and 
decisions needed to be taken  

o to ensure that as wide a range of people as possible could be engaged in 
the Neighbourhood Plan making process by using a variety of events and 
communication techniques 

o to ensure that the results of consultation were fed back to local people 
and available to read (in both hard copy and via the Town Council’s 
website) as soon as possible after the consultation events. 

SUMMARY OF THE PROCESS 

1.6. In February 2011 Sprowston Town Council submitted an application to 
Broadland District Council to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan as part of the 
Neighbourhood Planning Vanguard Scheme.  This application was 
subsequently approved. 



1.7. ln May 2011 Sprowston Town Council set up a Neighbourhood Plan Working 
Group comprising the Town Council Chairman, 3 Councillors and the Town 
Clerk. This group was subsequently joined by two further Members of the 
Council. The first meeting was held in June 2011. 

1.8. In July 2012 Sprowston Town Council formally applied to Broadland District 
Council to be the designated body to produce a Neighbourhood Plan.  
Broadland District Council approved this application on 4 December 2012. 

1.9. Community consultation events took place at the following stages from the 
point at which the Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan became part of the 
Neighbourhood Planning Vanguard scheme as follows: 
o exhibition at the 2011 Summer Fete 
o leaflet drop July 2011  
o three day workshop in liaison with The Prince’s Foundation January 

2012 
o place check exercise, April 2012 
o exhibition at the 2012 Summer Fete  
o statutory consultation in accordance with Regulation 14, from 17 May 

to 28 June 2013. 

1.10. This Consultation Statement provides a summary of each of the above 
stages. 

1.11. A database of consultees was developed during the process of preparing the 
Neighbourhood Plan which was refined and expanded with contact details of 
persons and organisations consulted.  This database was used throughout 
the Neighbourhood Plan making process.  



2. SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONSULTATION  

2.1. The consultation process underpinning and informing the Sprowston 
Neighbourhood Plan is set out below in chronological order. 

SPROWSTON SUMMER FETE: JULY 2011

2.2. The 2011 Sprowston Summer Fete was the first public event where the 
Council’s objective to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan was brought to the 
attention of the local community (see Appendix B). 

2.3. The aim of exhibiting the proposed Neighbourhood Plan at the event were to 
raise public awareness of Neighbourhood Planning generally, raise 
awareness of the proposed Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan and collect the 
initial views of the local community. 

2.4. The event comprised a static exhibition presented by the Chairman of the 
Council and Council officers explaining the purpose of a Neighbourhood 
Plan, discussing ideas and inviting comment on existing proposals to procure 
a new community building. 

Who was consulted?

2.5. Approximately 4,000 people attended the 2011 Sprowston Summer Fete.  
Whilst the Council did not keep a record of the number of people consulted, it 
is thought that a significant proportion of attendees either visited and viewed 
the exhibition or spoke directly to the Council about the proposed 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

How people were consulted?

2.6. The consultation event at the 2011 Sprowston Summer Fete was publicised 
in the following ways: 
o notification in the Sprowston Matters community newsletter 
o press release to local and regional media 
o posters were placed on notice boards in the area 
o local schools were informed  
o publicity was placed in the local library 
o an article was placed on the Sprowston Town Council’s Website. 

What did the consultees say? 

2.7. The general consensus emerging from feedback at this initial consultation 
event was that a Neighbourhood Plan would be a positive tool for the local 
community. More specifically, feedback indicated positive interest and support 
for the delivery of a new community building as no such facility existed in 
Sprowston (see Appendix C). 



PARISH LEAFLET DROP: JULY 2011 

2.8. Alongside the 2011 Summer Fete consultation exercise, the Neighbourhood 
Plan Working group produced and circulated a leaflet to all households in 
Sprowston (Appendix D).   

2.9. The leaflet was designed to raise awareness of the Sprowston Neighbourhood 
Plan and ask for residents views on the issues they would like to see 
addressed by the plan. 

Who was consulted? 

2.10. In order to engage as broad a range of people as possible from the local 
community the leaflet was delivered to every household in Sprowston. 

How were they consulted?

2.11. The leaflet invited resident’s to comment on issues they would like to see 
addressed in the Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan and to become involved in 
the Neighbourhood Plan making process.  The leaflet invited residents to 
provide comments and feedback to the Town Council via e-mail or post. 

What did the consultees say?

2.12. The main issues raised by the community in response to the leaflet were as 
follows (see Appendix E): 
o improved recreational facilities  
o support for a community building 
o increased cleanliness of the area  
o improved policing 
o improved cycle routes 
o maintaining green open spaces 
o support for an outdoor activity facility    
o resistance to over development. 

THREE DAY WORK SHOP: JANUARY 2012

2.13. In January 2012 with support from the Princes Foundation for Building 
Communities, the Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan Working Group organised 
and held a three-day collaborative planning workshop. 

Who was consulted?

2.14. A significant number and range of interested parties were invited to attend the 
three day workshop.  This included statutory and non-statutory agencies, 
neighbouring parish councils, residents and representatives from local groups 
(Appendix G,H,I,J,K).  Over 130 people attended the workshop. 

How were they consulted?

2.15. Prior to the event, the Neighbourhood Plan Working group undertook a range 
of publicity in order to generate interest and encourage attendance as follows: 



o an article featured in the Sprowston Matters magazine which is delivered 
to every household in the parish (Appendix F) 

o personal invitations were sent to statutory agencies, neighbouring parish 
councils, representatives of local groups and residents who had 
previously  expressed an interest in taking part in the Neighbourhood 
Plan making process 

o an article was posted on the Town Council’s website 
o information placed on noticeboards around the parish. 

2.16. The workshop was structured as follows: 

2.17. Day 1: 17th January 2012 (public included) (Appendix L) 
o Welcome and overview 

o Introduction to Neighbourhood Planning 

o Q&A on key issues 

o Group workshops 

o Workshop feedback 

2.18 Day 2: 18th January 2012 (public included) (Appendix M) 

o Presentation on process 

o Presentation on technical issues 

o Thematic group workshops 

o Workshop feedback 

2.19 Day 3: 19th January 2012 (Appendix N) 

o Internal urban design workshop (public excluded) 

o Presentation to general public on outcomes of the workshops. 

2.20 All participants had an opportunity to contribute their expertise and local 
knowledge, highlight issues that should be addressed by the Neighbourhood 
Plan and provide direct input into the emerging responses and proposals 

What did the consultees say?

2.21 The output from the three day workshop and further work undertaken before 
and after the event by the Princes Foundation were compiled and presented 
in a report prepared by the Princes Foundation (Appendix O).  The 
recommendations contained in the report take account of all of the views 
expressed during the three day workshop and comprised an important input to 
the Neighbourhood Plan. 

2.22 The Prince’s Foundation Draft Report was made available on the Council’s 
website.  An article was placed in Sprowston Matters summarising the 
outcomes of the three day workshop and key issues highlighted by attendees 
(Appendix P).  

2.23 Comments from residents throughout the course of the preparation of the 
Neighbourhood Plan, at the three day workshop and more historic 
consultation work, led in March 2012 to the Neighbourhood Plan Working 
Group incorporating the development of Sprowston Diamond Centre as a 
multi-use community facility into the plan. 



2.24 The Prince’s Foundation Draft Report was considered by the Council in 
February 2012 where concerns were raised with regard to proposals for the 
A1151 Wroxham Road.  As a result, following a meeting of the 
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group in April 2012 these proposals were 
revised accordingly.  

2.25 At this point the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group also considered the 
Prince’s Foundation suggestion to create a through road into the proposed 
development urban extension to the north of Sprowston. Whilst the Working 
Group were in favour of improvements to Barkers Lane Playing 
Field/Millennium Woodland, in view of resident’s concerns regarding traffic 
and additional housing development it was felt that a through road to the new 
development to the north of Sprowston was inappropriate and the area should 
become a “Green Heart” for the community.

PLACE CHECK EXERCISE: APRIL 2012 

Who was consulted?

2.26 A member of the Neighbourhood Plan  Working Group carried out a ‘place 
check’ exercise outside the shops on North Walsham Road and White 
Woman Lane School during April 2012.  

How were they consulted?

2.27 Members of the public were asked to comment on facilities and future 
development in and around Sprowston that related to the emerging 
Neighbourhood Plan.  

What did the consultees say?

2.28 The main comments put forward by those consulted were as follows: 
o large scale development should be resisted 
o traffic congestion if the Norwich Northern Distributor Road (NDR) was 

not implemented 
o lack of starter homes in new developments 
o likely deficiency in local school places resulting from proposed 

development 
o lack of community facilities particularly on the western edge of 

Sprowston 
o inadequate bus service. 

2.29 This data was combined with the results of other exercises mentioned above 
and helped to inform the vision statement, objectives and policies contained 
within the Neighbourhood Plan.  

SPROWSTON SUMMER FETE: JUNE 2012

Who was consulted?

2.30 A static exhibition was presented by the Chairman of the Council and council 
officers at the June 2012 Sprowston Summer Fete.  The exhibition displayed 
the ideas emerging from three day workshop.  Reflecting comments put 



forward by the community in relation to a new community building (the 
Diamond Centre) initial options for the future of this building were also 
presented. 

How were they consulted?

2.31 Sprowston Matters was delivered May 2012 with an article summarising the 
outcomes of the three day workshop and encouraging residents to comment 
in writing or e-mail to the Town Council.  The article also advertised the 
Council’s exhibition at the summer fete and invited residents to visit and 
discuss emerging ideas (Appendix P). 

2.32 Approximately 16,000 people attended the summer fete and were encouraged 
to comment on the proposals for the Neighbourhood Plan and development of 
the community building.   

2.33 Although many people visited (Appendix Q), viewed and discussed the ideas 
contained within the Council’s exhibition, only nine residents made written 
comment (Appendix R and S). 

What did the consultees say?

2.34 There was general support for initial proposals for Wroxham Road and re-
development of Sprowston Diamond Centre into a multi-use community 
facility. 

2.35 Following the Summer Fete, throughout the summer of 2012 the Town 
Council held numerous meetings and discussions with Norfolk County Council 
and Broadland District Council to discuss specific elements of the emerging 
Neighbourhood Plan. The Council’s website was regularly updated throughout 
this period to highlight progress and the outcome of these discussions. 

2.36 In September 2012 a meeting was held between the Neighbourhood Plan 
Working Group, the Prince’s Foundation and Broadland District Council to 
consider how to move forward with the draft plan.  This resulted in the 
preparation of a draft Neighbourhood Plan by May 2013.  

2.37 The draft Neighbourhood Plan responds to a number of issues and concerns 
raised by the local community throughout the preparation and development of 
the document.  Specific issues raised by the community and the way in which 
the draft Neighbourhood Plan addresses them are summarised below: 

a) A neighbourhood with poor quality and traffic dominated public realm and 
no clear neighbourhood centre 

Improvements to cycle routes and crossings along main radial routes, 
narrowing of carriageways on Wroxham Road near Tesco Express to 
reduce traffic speed, new/improved pedestrian crossings and streetscape 
improvements to create a better sense of place area as the new 
neighbourhood centre 

b) Lack of youth facilities 



Creation of a Woodland Activity Park in an area at Harrison’s Plantation,
off Blue Boar Lane creating additional cycling/walking facilities throughout 
the woodlands and a new connection from Plantation Drive through 
Cottage Plantation and across Blue Boar Lane 

c) Protection and enhancement of open spaces and creation of green links 

Open areas at or near to Barkers Lane/Church Lane to be retained and 
enhanced as an integrated network of green and open spaces to create a 
“Green Heart” for the community.

d) Absence of a community building  

Redevelopment of Sprowston Diamond Centre. 

e) School Lane residential redevelopment 

Historically it has been the view of Sprowston residents that the proposed 
use of 2.4 hectares of land for commercial use at School Lane was in 
conflict with the residential character of the area. This land had previously 
been included in Broadland District Council’s Norwich Policy Area - Fringe 
Parishes - Site Allocations Development Plan for residential use.   

Land to be allocated for a mix of house types and tenures, retail provision 
including customer parking, recreational areas and open space, pedestrian 
and cycle links within the site and to neighbouring areas together with 
extensive landscaping. 



3. SUMMARY OF PRE-SUBMISSION (REGULATION 15) 

CONSULTATION 

3.1. As required by Regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) 

Regulations 2012 this section of the Consultation Statement: 

a) provides details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about 

the proposed neighbourhood development plan 

b) explains how they were consulted;  

c) summarises the main issues and concerns raised by the persons 

consulted;  

d) describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and, 

where relevant, addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development 

plan. 

3.2 The formal pre-submission draft Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan was 

prepared and circulated / deposited for consultation between 17th May 2013 

and 28th June 2013. 

Who was consulted?

3.3 Statutory consultees, neighbouring parish councils, key service providers, 

voluntary organisations, community groups, local businesses and residents 

were consulted about on the draft Neighbourhood Plan.  Details of the 

consultees are given at Appendix W. 

How were they consulted?

3.4 Statutory consultees and stakeholders were informed of the consultation by 

email, or letter where no email address was available, during April/May 2013. 

3.5 Residents of Sprowston were informed of the consultation on the draft of the 

Neighbourhood Plan by the following means: 

o in advance of the consultation period the Town Council’s newsletter,  
Sprowston Matters, was delivered to every household in Sprowston during 

the weeks commencing 29 April and 6 May 2013. This publication set out 

details about the Neighbourhood Plan and the opportunities to view and 

comments on its contents (Appendix T).  

o posters were placed around the area on the Council’s noticeboards 
(Appendix U) 

o a press release was issued by Sprowston Town Council on 5 June 2013 

(Appendix V).  



o the newsletter, consultation response form, draft Neighbourhood Plan, 

and all supporting documents were made available for download on the 

Town Council’s website in the week commencing 29 April 2013 

o copies of the draft Neighbourhood Plan were placed in strategic locations 

in the area together with consultation response forms 

o hard copies and copies on disc version of the draft Neighbourhood Plan 

were available on request from the Town Council office together with 

consultation response forms 

o attention was brought to the publication of the draft Neighbourhood Plan 

via social media sites such as Streetlife. 

3.6 People were invited to comment on the draft Neighbourhood Plan by the 
following means: 
o post or drop off the consultation response form available with copies of the 

draft Neighbourhood Plan which were placed in strategic locations 
o download the consultation response form from the Town Council website 

and return it by email 
o print the consultation response form available online and post it or drop it 

off to the Town Council.  

What did the consultees say and how the issues and concerns been 
considered and responded to?

3.7 A total of 32 consultation response forms were received by the close of the 
formal consultation period. The response form asked which part of the plan 
their comments applied to and to state fully and clearly their comment or 
concern. 

3.8 Appendix X provides a summary of the comments received and details how 
the issues and concerns were considered and addressed in the submission 
draft Neighbourhood Plan. 

Conclusion

3.9 The programme of consultation carried out during the production of the 
Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan was extensive and varied. It reached a wide 
range of the local population and provided opportunities for many parts of the 
local community, including people of different ages and diverse social groups, 
to input and comment on the emerging contents.  

3.10 The comments received throughout and specifically in response to the 
consultation draft Neighbourhood Plan have been addressed in so far as they 
are practicable and compatible with the joint core strategy and the 
Government’s National Planning Framework.  

3.11 This Consultation Statement and the supporting consultation reports are 
considered to comply with Section 15(2) of part 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood 
Planning Regulations. 



Appendix A: Community Engagement Strategy, 2012 
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Community Engagement Strategy

1. Introduction 

Sprowston Town Council has developed a community engagement 
strategy with the aim of constructing a standard for engagement with its 
residents and partners. 

It recognises that the services it provides must reflect the needs of its 
parishioners and the locality. 

Sprowston Town Council strongly believes that its residents should be 
involved in decisions affecting them and their neighbourhood and in 
shaping the future of their parish. 

2. Aims 

The aim of the strategy is to improve the way in which the Council 
engages and consults its residents and partners on important issues by: 

 Informing, consulting and involving 

 being inclusive and engaging with all of its residents and partners; 

 ensuring views are listened to and used to develop, enhance and 
improve services, the environment and the quality of life for 
residents.

3. Objectives 

 To improve, plan and shape the future of the parish according to 
local needs and priorities. 

 To improve the quality and delivery of services 

 To use engagement to inform decision making, ensuring decisions 
are fit for purpose and meet the needs of the parish 

 To enhance the wellbeing of the parish 

 To be stronger, more active and cohesive parish 

4. How this will be achieved 

Community engagement will be achieved by Sprowston Town Council by 
communicating, consulting, supporting and working together with its 
residents. 
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The Council will be open and accountable in its dealings with residents 
and the community.  It will make information on its policies and procedures 
freely available.   

4.1 Communication 

Communicating with members of the parish will be achieved in many ways 
to ensure all sections of the community are reached. 

Sprowston Matters, which is delivered to every house in Sprowston, 
informs residents on important issues and will be developed as a medium 
for consultation and include articles on topical issues. 

The Council’s Website has a wealth of local information and is updated 
on a weekly basis.  Special events and important notices will continue to 
be added regularly.  All agendas are advertised as required under the 
Local Government Act 1972, including on the website, and minutes of the 
meetings are included on the website within a calendar month of the 
meeting.  It may be possible to develop the website to include a forum or 
weblog, however, the potential for breach of security must first be 
explored. 

Information leaflets are available from the Council’s office and can also 
be downloaded from the website.  New leaflets will be added as 
necessary. 

Meetings of the Council are open to the public and include an opportunity 
for members of the parish to engage with councillors.  All meetings include 
an adjournment for public participation and start at 7:30pm. 

Council’s Noticeboards will be used to convey details of contact for 
residents wishing to address members, the office opening times and dates 
of meetings. 

Town Council Office is required to play a neutral role so that residents 
can be fully involved and be confident that they are receiving unbiased 
information and support.  This neutral involvement allows more flexibility in 
the service and the personal element of the contact hopefully encourages 
more involvement from the hard to reach members of the community. 

4.2 Consultation 

Consulting all parishioners on important issues will be key to the strategy.  
It will ensure those most affected are able to put forward an opinion and 
given the opportunity to make a difference. 

Ensuring consultations include all members of the parish by identifying the 
hard to reach groups such as youths, the elderly, the housebound, the 
disabled, ethnic minorities etc. may require establishing different 
engagement channels for them. 
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4.3 Support 

Supporting local organisations and engaging with them will assist them in 
meeting their own aims and objectives. 

Supporting local projects and participating in local events will raise the 
awareness of the Council and its aims and objectives. 

Supporting members of the parish in shaping the future of their parish will 
bring about a more cohesive community. 

The Council will be receptive to requests from residents or communities 
and will attempt to be flexible in order to ensure their opinions are known 
not only to the parish council but also to other organisations.  This may be 
by including an item for discussion on an agenda, allowing a group to put 
their opinions into an official report undertaken by the Town Council or by 
meeting young people at a local playground. 

4.4 Acting Together  

Acting together with residents and partners in finding solutions to local 
problems will ensure they will be accepted and fit for purpose. 

Acting together to carry out agreed action plans, will engage the 
community in working with the Council to enhance the environments and 
the quality of their lives. 

Acting together in decision making and policy drafting will ensure they 
have a voice and can make a difference. 

5. Measuring Success 

Success will be measured by predefined targets, including annual reviews 
of consultation outcomes, monitoring residents’ participation in 
consultation processes and increases in their involvement in local projects 
and events. 

6. Strategy Reviews 

Annual reviews of the consultation processes and results will be used as a 
continual improvement process for changes or amendments to the 
strategy. 

7. Action Plan 

Activity Action Statement

Raise awareness of
consultation processes

Promote it through 
Sprowston Matters, the 
website, local media

Promoting the strategy 
will be an ongoing 
priority
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Investigate setting a 
website consultation or 
forum facility

Investigate the 
possibility, usefulness 
and disadvantages of 
such a facility

Access levels to the 
website could be a 
serious security issue 
and must be thoroughly 
researched

Work with Police and 
Partner Authorities

Strengthen existing 
partnerships and 
develop new ones

Working with partners is 
already a priority and 
has seen involvement of 
the SNAP panel.

Identify minority/hard to 
reach groups

Identify these groups 
and identify channels of 
contact and consultation

These groups are often 
the forgotten few.  
Identifying them will 
ensure they are 
included in consultation 
processes

Identify consultation/ 
focus groups

Identify members of the 
parish with specific skills 
who can be consulted 
on specialist subjects.

Identify members of the 
parish willing to be 
included in surveys

This will enable smaller 
consultations to be 
initiated where specialist 
advice is required to 
inform decision making

Identify consultation 
needs, priorities and 
importance

Establish need, priorities 
and importance of 
consultation

This will ensure there is 
no overkill, overlap or 
misuse of the 
consultation process

Identify benefits of 
consultation

Identify whether there is 
a real opportunity for 
people to influence 
decisions

No consultation should 
be undertaken unless 
the outcome can be 
influenced.  Unless this 
is possible a 
consultation will be 
meaningless and 
residents will become 
disinterested in the 
process

Feedback on 
consultations

Agree methods of 
feedback to residents 
and partners and ensure
this is adhered to and 
includes details of the 
use of information 
gained

This will keep all parties 
involved in the process 
and updated with the 
situation

Ensure outcomes of 
consultations are used 
to inform decisions and 
policies

Use the outcome of 
consultations to inform 
decision making and 
shape policies

All consultations will be 
undertaken to judge the 
best possible outcome 
for parishioners, locality 
and the environment
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Review outcome of key 
consultations

Review consultation 
outcomes annually to 
highlight any failings in 
the processes

This will enable 
identification of any 
changes and 
amendments required to 
the strategy
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Appendix G: Three day workshop: stakeholder invitees, 2012 



Sprowston Neighbourhood Development Plan:  

Stakeholders invited to January 2012 consultation workshop 

Biljana Savic Princes Foundation Urban Programme Manager
June Hunt Sprowston Town Council Town Clerk
Evelyn Elliot Sprowston Town Council Committee Officer
Richard Squires Broadland District Council Neighbourhood Planning Officer
Paul Harris Broadland District Council Spatial Planning Officer
Stephen George Badger Building (East Anglia) Developer
Chris Hill Broadland District Council Head of Economic Development
Dan Humphries Taylor Wimpey Developer
J Fincham Community Group Hon Secretary
Jessica Bowden Environment Agency Officer
Jonathan Smales Beyond Green Developments Developer
J Leggett Norfolk County Council Councillor
S Dunn Broadland District Council Councillor
Chloe Smith Member of Parliament
J Ward Norfolk County Council Councillor
Stephen Heard Stop Norwich Urbanisation (SNUB) Community group
Malcolm Johnston Sprowston Community High School Community Events Coordinator
R Boyce Falcon Junior School Head Teacher
Norfolk Homes Ltd Developer
Rob Morris Anglian Water
David Higgins Norfolk County Council Major Development Engineer
Ian Parks Norfolk County Council Highways
Sandra Eastlaugh Greater Norwich Development Partnership Partnership Manager
Phillip Raisewell Sport England
David Yates Norfolk County Council Green infrastructure
Louise Ford Tesco Stores Ltd Manager
Chris Starkie Shaping Norfolk's Future / LEP Chief Executive
Phil Gormley Norfolk Constabulary Chief Constable
Rev'd Simon 
Stokes Parish Church
Rev'd Nigel Fox Parish Church
WF Cousins Sprowston Town Council Councillor
RB Dyball Sprowston Town Council Councillor
SAA Dyball Sprowston Town Council Councillor
M R Roberts Sprowston Town Council Councillor
M Ho Sprowston Town Council Councillor
CT Rumsby Sprowston Town Council Councillor
CL Noble Sprowston Town Council Councillor
RJ Knowles Sprowston Town Council Councillor
JW Bracey Sprowston Town Council Councillor



JH Mallen Sprowston Town Council Councillor
CE Cutting Sprowston Town Council Councillor
T Tovell Sprowston Town Council Councillor
BJ Lashley Sprowston Town Council Councillor
K Lashley Sprowston Town Council Councillor
Michael Graves
Peter Snedden Sprowston Heritage Group Community group
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FIRST EVENING PUBLIC SESSION - RESULTS 
OF THE DOTS EXERCISE

THE EVENT WAS ATTENDED BY RESIDENTS 
FROM ALL AREAS OF SRPOWSTON.
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In January 2012 The 
Prince’s Foundation 
facilitated a community 
planning workshop 
in Sprowston, to 
help develop a 
neighbourhood plan for 
the area. 
The Prince’s Foundation was approached 
by Sprowston Town Council in Autumn 
2011 to help develop a Neighbourhood 
Plan for the area. A programme of 
support was agreed as part of the 
“Communities and Neighbourhoods 
in Planning” programme funded by 
The Department for Communities 
and Local Government (DCLG). As a 
Neighbourhood Planning Frontrunner, 
Sprowston is one of the first areas 
in England to develop a statutory 
Neighbourhood Plan under the new 
legislation. 

The work facilitated by The Prince’s 
Foundation focused on a community 
planning workshop, which took place 
from 17 to19 January 2012 at the 
Diamond Centre in Sprowston.

Over 130 people attended the workshop. 
All participants had an opportunity 
to contribute their expertise and local 

knowledge, highlight issues that should 
be addressed by the Neighbourhood 
Plan and provide direct input into the 
emerging responses and proposals. 

The results of these discussions 
and joint design and planning work 
were collated and considered by the 
Prince’s Foundation team. Their 
recommendations  were presented back 
to the public for discussion and feedback 
at the final public session. 

The proposed recommendations form 
the basis for this report  which should 
be seen as the first step in developing a 
Neighbourhood Plan for Sprowston. It is 
expected that further work on the plan 
will be led by the Town Council with 
support from Broadland District Council.

THE BRIEF 

Sprowston is part of the “Growth 
Triangle” at the northern edge 
of Norwich, which is expected to 
accommodate up to 7,000 new homes 
to 2026 (see Appendices for further 
background information).

Some community engagement has 
already taken place in Sprowston 
regarding the emerging growth 
proposals, but the Town Council is 
keen for the proposals to be considered 
holistically and to address the needs 
and aspirations of the community. The 
Council views neighbourhood planning 
as presenting a valuable opportunity 
to do that and make sure that the 
community plays a leading role in 
shaping the future of the area. 

The Council’s key aspirations for the 
Neighbourhood Plan, which formed the 
project brief for The Prince’s Foundation 
and the workshop include:

HOLISTIC PLANNING; ADDRESSING THE 
NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS OF ALL SECTIONS 
OF THE COMMUNITY AND AREAS OF 
SPROWSTON

WORKING ACROSS BOUNDARIES, 
TO ACCOUNT FOR THE NEEDS AND 
ASPIRATIONS OF THE NEIGHBOURING 
PARISHES OF OLD CATTON, THORPE ST 
ANDREW AND SPIXWORTH

ASSURE THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE
EXISTING BUILT-UP AREA, NOT JUST NEW 
DEVELOPMENT

GUARANTEE THE GOOD SPATIAL AND 
FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION OF THE NEW 
DEVELOPMENT ON THE NORTHERN FRINGE

REINSTATING A SENSE OF SETTLEMENT 
AND COMMUNITY IDENTITY, WHICH HAS 
BEEN LOST AS A RESULT OF THE RAPID 
EXPANSION OF NORWICH 

ADDRESSING THE LACK OF CERTAIN 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES IN THE AREA AND 
AGREEING THE OPTIMAL LOCATION FOR 
THEM TO ENSURE MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR 
THE COMMUNITY

ENSURING GOOD DESIGN QUALITY OF 
THE NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AREA, 
TO REFLECT THE LOCAL CHARACTER 
AND THE COMMUNITY’S SUSTAINABILITY 
ASPIRATIONS.

SECTION 1  INTRODUCTION

ABOVE: PHOTO FROM THE INITIAL PUBLIC
SESSION ;  THROUGHOUT THE WORKSHOP MAPS 
WERE DISPLAYED ON THE WALLS WHERE LOCAL 
RESIDENTS COULD NOTE DOWN THEIR VIEWS IN 
RELATION TO A NUMBER OF ISSUES PERTINENT TO 
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN FOR THE AREA
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The workshop included a number of events to allow di�erent groups of people to feed 
their views and ideas into the process. Below is a summary of each event.
The workshop included two evening open public sessions, a day long event for invited key stakeholders and an internal 
design workshop. The detailed workshop programme and list of invited stakeholders are included in Appendices E 
and F. The event was facilitated by The Prince’s Foundation team of five built environment professionals.

EVENING PUBLIC SESSION 
17 JANUARY 2012

The first public open session commenced 
with a short introduction by Ken Lashley, 
Chairman of Sprowston Town Council, 
outlining the purpose of the workshop 
and the Council’s aspirations for the 
Neighbourhood Plan for the area. 

Next was a presentation by Ben Bolgar, 
Senior Design Director at the Prince’s 
Foundation. It included an overview of 
neighbourhood planning legislation 
and DCLG-funded programme, an 
introduction to principles of sustainable 
development, key issues that formed 
the brief for the workshop and the 
proposed programme of events. During 
the questions and answers session that 
followed, the community provided further 
comments and input into the project brief. 

After this formal part of the evening, the 
participants were asked to contribute 
further views on some of the key issues  
a�ecting Sprowston through a series of 
map based “dots exercises”. They also 
wrote on post-it notes their top priorities 
for improvements in the area for inclusion 
in the Negihbourhood Plan.

Over 40 people attended this evening 
event. 

groups were formed reflecting the 
priorities expressed by the community. 

In the second and third group sessions 
stakeholders focussed on prioritising the 
key issues  into short, medium and long 
term delivery prospects and developing 
spatial responses to them. 

INTERNAL DESIGN WORKSHOP 
19 JANUARY 2012

The Prince’s Foundation’s internal 
design session was dedicated to collating 
the results of the previous two days’ 
events and developing recommendations 
to address the brief from the community. 
All outputs were summarised in the final 
presentation.  

EVENING PUBLIC SESSION 
19 JANUARY 2012

The Prince’s Foundation reported back 
to the community on the workshop 
results and its recommendations in a 
final presentation, as detailed on the 
following pages of this report. Again over 
40 people attended this event and fed 
back comments on the proposals.

STAKEHOLDER DAY 
18 JANUARY 2012

The first full day of the workshop was 
dedicated to working with a group of 
around 40 key stakeholders who were 
invited by the Town Council. 

The introductory presentations by 
the Town Council and The Prince’s 
Foundation, covered similar issues to 
those shown the previous evening. The 
latter included an extended section 
on design principles of sustainable 
neighbourhoods and a summary of the 
key issues identified by the attendees at 
the public session the night before. 

This was followed by a series of technical 
presentations  and a Q&A session on the 
issues of transport, planning context, the 
history of the area and the development 
proposals by Beyond Green, a developer 
working  on behalf of a number of 
landowners on the northern edge of 
Sprowston.

The morning presentations served to 
brief all stakeholders on the key local 
issues before spliting into groups to 
explore them in more detail and start 
developing responses. Four thematic 

1.1  INTRODUCTION
THE PROCESS

ABOVE:  STAKEHOLDER DAY - PLENARY FEEDBACK 
SESSION;  STAKEHOLDER DAY - THE “COMMUNITY 
FACILITIES”  GROUP
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FIRST EVENING PUBLIC SESSION 
RESULTS OF THE DOTS EXERCISES

THE MAJORITY OF ATTENDEES IDENTIFIED GREEN 
SPACES, RECREATION AND SPORTS FIELDS IN THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD AS THEIR FAVOURITE AREAS. IT WAS 
FELT THAT ONE OF THE LEAST FAVOURITE PLACES 
IN THE PARISH WAS THE TESCO COMPLEX IN BLUE 
BOAR LANE.  THE SAME AREA WAS RECOGNISED AS 
REQUIRING IMPROVEMENTS. INTERESTINGLY WHILE 
VIEWS WERE SPLIT OVER WHERE THE CENTRE OF 
SPROWSTON WAS AT THE MOMENT, MANY PEOPLE 
THOUGHT THAT IT SHOULD BE BY THE CHURCH AND THE 
EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES IN CHURCH LANE.
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EXAMPLES OF THE FIRST GROUP SESSION OUTPUTS - 
SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

During the stakeholder 
day the participants 
were split into four 
theme-based groups 
utilising the feedback 
from the dots and post-
its exercises.
The key issues identified during the first 
public session were: 

1. MOVEMENT - PEDESTRIAN ROUTES, 
CYCLING, PUBLIC TRANSPORT, ROAD 
TRAFFIC

2. HOUSING - CHARACTER, HERITAGE,  
TYPOLOGY, TENURE MIX, AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING 

3. EMPLOYMENT / TOWN CENTRE FACILITIES 
INCL. LIBRARY, PUB, POST OFFICE, RETAIL

4. SPORTS / LEISURE / SCHOOLS / YOUTH 
FACILITIES 

5. GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE / PARKS / 
WALKS.

To address these issues during the 
stakeholder day  four groups were 
formed, each exploring one of 
the themes listed above, with one 
(“community facilities”) group 
combining themes 4 and 5. Following is 
the summary of the discussions during 
the stakeholder group sessions.

1. MOVEMENT/TRANSPORT

Wroxham Road is one of the main 
arterial routes in Sprowston, and due to 
its long, straight nature, it is conducive 
to high speed tra�c.  This renders the 
road unfriendly for pedestrians. There 
is an opportunity to develop an area of 
Wroxham Road as a street where tra�c 
speeds are reduced and people feel 
comfortable.  

Improvements to bus services (related 
to new developments) and the proposed 
introduction of Rapid Bus Transit routes 
were identified as priorities. Many 
comments were made on the need to 
improve cycle routes and crossings along 
the main radial routes towards the city 
centre and make sure there are proper 
crossings over the proposed Northern 
Distributor Road once it is in place.

Emerging ideas include narrowing of 
the tra�c lanes on Wroxham Road 
near the Tesco Express to reduce tra�c 
speed.  This would allow for a new/
improved pedestrian crossings and 
generate an opportunity for streetscape 
improvements, creating a better sense of 
place. 

A series of interventions for the short, 
medium and long term were discussed.  

SHORT TERM Improve pedestrian/cycle 
crossings at Wroxam Rd roundabout; 
better management of existing bus 
services in Wroxam Rd (coordinate 
timetables); extend opening hours for 
Park&Ride facilities;  implement “no 
right turn” from Church Road onto 
Wroxham Road. 

MEDIUM TERM  Improve pedestrian/cycle 
crossings on Wroxam Road at junctions 
with Cannerby Lane and Cozens-Hardy 
Road; re-assess hours of operation for bus 
lane in Wroxam Road; better bus services 
in N. Walsham Road /Constitution 
Hill (related to new developments); 
improve pedestrian /cycle crossings 
at Constitution Hill / Chartwell Road 
roundabout.

LONG TERM Rapid bus transport routes in 
N Walsham and Salhouse Road (funded 
by CIL) - combined with improvements 
to cycle lanes; resolve tra�c blockages 
nearer the city centre, to relieve pressure 
on radial routes through Sprowston; 
with projected reduction in tra�c 
(due to NDR) further improve public 
transport route, pedestrian environment 
and cycling in Wroxam Road; improve 
cycle routes through residential areas of 
Sprowston.

SECTION 2 KEY ISSUES
STAKEHOLDER DAY OUTPUTS
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2. HOUSING/CHARACTER/HERITAGE

The group thought that no major improvements to the 
existing housing stock of Sprowston were required,  although 
future developments should be sympathetic to pre-existing 
design language.  A means of achieving this is through a 
characterisation study of the area to highlight the attributes 
that make the area unique.  A compilation of these details 
could facilitate a ‘pattern book’ for future development.

With large-scale developments proposed to the north of 
Sprowston, the integration of existing housing stock with new 
developments was raised as an important issue.  Many felt that 
more opportunities should be provided for smaller developers 
to build diverse, innovative, good quality homes on smaller 
plots (“No more clone houses!”). Provision of a�ordable 
homes for young people and homes for the elderly were seen as 
important, as well as protecting the area’s green feel, with low 
development density and properly sized and laid out front and 
back gardens. 

A series of short, medium and long term actions were outlined .

SHORT TERM Identify areas of di�erent character, / carry out a 
character assessment; identify underserved areas in the existing 
community; identify housing stock that could be adapted in 
terms of sustainability, appearance/identity or use (for instance 
along main routes where more attractive buildings or more 
commercial space may be desirable).

MEDIUM TERM Create a pattern book of designs and a strategy 
for the revival of former corner shops and conversion/extension 
of existing homes; consider building details, street composition; 
create a demonstration house.

LONG TERM Keep main design documents (character assessment 
and pattern book)under review and revise when necessary; 
request developers to carry out character assessment of their 
proposals with local input; make sure all new developments 
adhere to pattern book and are integrated with existing 
communities.

3. EMPLOYMENT & TOWN CENTRE FACILITIES

Most local people work in Norwich; as a result there was a 
keen interest in generating employment opportunities within 
the boundaries of the parish, including incubator units for 
new businesses. The creation of start-up businesses along 
Wroxham Road was discussed to help define the road as the 
centre of Sprowston and create a network of mutually beneficial 
/complementary retail and commenrcial outlets in this key 
location.

There are inadequate medical facilities in the area and a 
simple means of adjusting this would be the creation of an 
integrated medical and dental facility. This is to be considered 
in conjunction with the proposed provision in the new 
development on the northern fringe of Sprowston.

A series of short, medium and long-term actions were outlined. 

SHORT TERM Identify a “zone of change” for start-up businesses, 
potentially in redundant /adapted old buildings; make 
proposals for apprenticeships to be introduced.

MEDIUM TERM If viable provide a bank and/or post o�ce facility 
(possibly in conjunction with new developments); encourage 
revival of former corner shops; expand existing and create a 
new integrated medical facility. 

LONG TERM Create a “gateway block” at the entrance to the 
new development in Church Lane including a social venue / 
pub and a community centre with large multi-purpose space, 
potentially combined with a school or sports club; create 
commerical start-ups along Wroxham Road. 

4. COMMUNITY FACILITIES

The need for careful planning of green spaces became evident 
with consideration given to environmental concerns and ‘green 
corridors’. The loss of farmland to development has resulted 
in an appreciation for the open space and  woodlands that 
remain.

A need for a proper flood risk assessment and management 
strategy was also highlighted. The provision of primary and 
secondary schools serving the new developments should be 
carefully considered and phased to avoid pressure on schools in 
surrounding areas.

A series of short, medium and long-term actions were outlined. 

SHORT TERM Implement lighting improvements throughout; 
identify green links/infrastructure to enhance country walks; 
safe-guard open spaces against future development; identify 
areas for future allotment use.

MEDIUM TERM Create a landscape and sculpture park.; 
implement a composting scheme; open up the existing 
recreational areas to the wider community and group 
community activities for mixed age groups; provide youth 
facilities - a youth club or skateboard park. 

LONG TERM Develop a local heritage trail; create  an urban 
farm.
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OVERALL STRATEGY FOR SPROWSTON WITH KEY 
NEIGHBOURHOOD HUBS IN RED

Following the stakeholder day The Prince’s Foundation collated and reviewed 
all comments, ideas and design responses that emerged in order to put together 
a coherent strategy that addresses the project brief and the concerns raised. 
CREATING NEIGHBOURHOOD HUBS

A holistic strategy for Sprowston emerged based on 
the creation of three distinctive neighbourhood hubs, 
each with a unique community “o�er”: 

‘SPROWSTON HIGH STREET’ - CREATED BY TRANFORMING 
A SECTION OF ‘WROXHAM ROAD’ AT THE HEART OF THE 
EXISTING COMMUNITY

‘SPROWSTON GREEN’ - CREATED BY TRANSFORMING THE 
EXISTING ‘PLAYING FIELDS’ IN CHURCH LANE / BARKER’S 
LANE 

‘SPROWSTON YOUTH PARK’ - CREATED BY 
TRANSFORMING THE EXISTING ‘SOCIAL CLUB’ IN BLUE 
BOAR LANE

Transforming the central section of Wroxham Road 
into a ‘High Street’ means that its role changes from 
a through route to/from Norwich to the main retail 
and commercial hub for the neighbourhood. 

The playing fields adjoining the church of St. Mary’s 
and St. Margaret’s are to become Sprowston Green 
framed by new homes and the Church creating 
a more community/family centred and safer 
environment and acting as a “hinge” between the 
existing and new parts of Sprowston. 

The creation of an activity/adventure park for the 
area’s youth o� Blue Boar Lane will provide a well 
needed place for them to socialise and interact and 
link the existing and proposed developments in the 
north-east of Sprowston.

To galvanise the linkages between these places, 
improvements to the existing  pedestrian routes are 
proposed. This includes enhancing existing and 
providing new pedestrian crossings at key locations in 
Wroxham Road, Barker’s Lane and Blue Boar Lane 
and incorporating tra�c calming measures . 

OTHER MEASURES

These key proposals should be complemented by a number of measures / initiatives as suggested by the 
stakeholders who attended the workshop, such as:

PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD, TO INCLUDE BETTER LIGHTING, STREET 
DE-CLUTTERING, WAYFINDING

MONITORING OF HOW NEW DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 
RESPOND TO THE ISSUES AND NEEDS IDENTIFIED DURING 
THE WORKSHOP E.G. PROVISION OF AN INTEGRATED 
HEALTH FACILITY, PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENTS, 
FLOOD MANAGEMENT.

IMPROVING PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ROUTES AND 
INTRODUCING PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT KEY 
LOCATIONS

CLOSE MONITORING OF ALL DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS 
IN TERMS OF HOW THEY REFLECT / ENHANCE LOCAL 
CHARACTER AND SUSTAINABILITY ASPIRATIONS OF 
THE COMMUNITY; PREPARATION OF CHARACTER 
ASSESSMENT AND PATTERN BOOK.

SECTION 3 THE STRATEGY
CREATING NEIGHBOURHOOD HUBS AND REINFORCING NEIGHBOURHOOD LINKS
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YOUTH 
PARK

WROXHAM ROAD

N WALSHAM ROAD

SALTHOUSE ROAD

THE NETWORK OF KEY PUBLIC SPACES AND STREETS 
INCLUDING THE PROPOSED NEW COMMUNITY HUBS 

THE DOTS AND POST-ITS EXERCISES COMPLETED 
AT THE BEGINING OF THE WORKSHOP INDICATED 
A NEIGHBOURHOOD WITH POOR QUALITY AND 
TRAFFIC DOMINATED PUBLIC REALM  AND NO CLEAR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE. 

ADDRESSING THESE ISSUES -  IMPROVING THE 
CONNECTIVITY AND LEGIBILITY OF PUBLIC SPACES AND 
IDENTITY OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD WERE SEEN AS 
ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN. 

THIS IS REFLECTED IN THE PROPOSED CREATION OF 
NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD HUBS AND IMPROVEMENTS 
TO THE KEY LINKS BETWEEN THEM, COMBINED WITH 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT, CYCLING ROUTES , SIGNAGE AND 
PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE 
NEIGHBOURHOOD.

SPROWSTON 
GREEN

SPROWSTON 
HIGH STREET
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ABOVE: PROPOSED HIGH STREET SECTION 
AND PLAN  
TOP RIGHT:  AN EXAMPLE OF A
SUCCESFUL HIGH STREET WITH ECHELON
PARKING
RIGHT:  A PHOTO OF THE CENTRAL 
SECTION OF WROXHAM ROAD AS IT IS 
TODAY... AND WHAT IT COULD LOOK LIKE
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TESCO, OTHER SHOPKEEPERS 
AND THEIR LANDLORDS

COUNTY COUNCIL 
HIGHWAYS

TOWN COUNCIL AND 
LOCAL RESIDENTS

KEY DELIVERY PARTNERS

WHAT SPROWSTON HIGH STREET COULD LOOK LIKE

Transforming Wroxham 
Road to a High Street will 
strengthen Sprowston as a 
sustainable neighbourhood 
and give it a sense of local 
identity.

HOW IT WILL BE ACHIEVED

There are a number of improvements 
/ initiatives that will help transform  
Wroxham Road into Sprowston High 
Street. These primarily apply to the 
section of Wroxham Road beween 
Cozens-Hardy Road and the cycle/foot 
path leading from Wroxam Road (just 
east of the junction with Blenheim Road) 
towards Church Road. This section of 
Wroxam Road also incorporates key bus 
stops for the neighbourhood. 

TRAFFIC CALMING  It is proposed that 
tra�c calming measures, such as road 
narrowing at entrances to the area and 
at pedestrian crossings, central islands, 
raised table and cycle lanes. as well as a 
speed limit of 20 mph are implemented 
along wsection of Wroxham Road. 

TREE PLANTING  Another element of 
the proposal is tree planting on both 
sides of the High Street, made possible 
by the proposed road narrowing in this 
location and large front gardens. This 
will greatly enhance the aesthetics of 
the High Street and di�erentiate it from 
the rest of Wroxham Road. However the 
implementation of this proposal will 
depend on the successful engagement 

of local residents/land owners and their 
buy-in, as it entails planting in private 
front gardens.

RETAIL UNITS More retail and 
commercial units are proposed along 
Sprowston High Street to help reinforce 
the area as the new neighbourhood 
centre, provide a greater retail and local 
services choice/create a “critical mass” 
and incorporate smaller business start-up 
units.

PARKING AND RETAIL FORECOURT 
To achieve a High Street environment, 
the creation of a forecourt to the retail 
units is required, including attractive 
landscaping, potentially public art/
local memorial and car parking. 
E�cient use of space can be achieved by 
incorporating echelon parking, which 
will also contribute to tra�c calming .

THE BENEFITS

The creation of a High Street around 
the existing cluster of shops and local 
services, will enhance the character of 
Wroxham Road, building on what is 
already there.  

The proposed measures will slow 
through-tra�c, thereby creating a 
safer environment and reflecting the 
aspirations and policies outlined in both 
the Joint Core Strategy and Norwich 
Area Transportation Strategy. The 
slowing down of tra�c and introduction 
of safe crossings in convenient locations 
will reduce car dependency and 
encourage residents to shop on foot, 
which will in turn create a pleasant 

social hub. The creation of new retail 
and commercial units will reduce the 
neighbourhood’s dependency on larger 
supermarket chains and the retail o�er 
in the surrounding neighbourhoods 
and Norwich City Centre. This will 
also generate greater employment 
opportunities in the neighbourhood 
and reflect the Joint Core Strategy’s 
regeneration aspirations.

The adoption of “a-road-to-a-street” 
approach pays homage to the evolving 
nature of Sprowston; from farmland to 
a Norwich suburb, to a destination in its 
own right.  

THE DELIVERY

The delivery of the High Street as 
described above will require co-operation 
between residents on Wroxham Road, 
the Town Council, Tesco Express and 
other shop keepers and their landlors, 
as well as the County Council’s highways 
department. While the tree planting 
scheme might be funded by the Town 
Council as a community project and 
carried out by the property owners 
in Wroxam Road, most of the public 
realm improvements around the shops 
could be funded by the shop keepers/
landlords. The County Council would 
be responsible for the proposed tra�c 
calming measures, using their road 
maintenance/improvement budget. 

The project could be implemented over 
medium to long term, however some 
elements of it, such as tree planting and 
tra�c calming could be good initial, 
short term wins.

SECTION 4 SITE SPECIFIC PROPOSALS
4.1 “WROXHAM ROAD” TO “SPROWSTON HIGH STREET”
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ABOVE:  PLAN SHOWING THE PROPOSED VILLAGE GREEN 
AND THE SURROUNDING DEVELOPMENTS. THE PROPOSED 
LAND SWAP WILL ALLOW THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
HOMES OVERLOOKING THE GREEN FROM THE WEST 
(ON PLOT A) IN EXCHANGE FOR MORE RECREATIONAL 
AREA TO THE NORTH OF MILLENNIUM WOOD (PLOT B);  
A PHOTO OF THE GREEN SPACE AT THE ENTRANCE TO 
CHURCH LANE FROM BARKER’S LANE TODAY 
RIGHT:  AN ILLUSTRATION SHOWING SPROWSTON 
VILLAGE GREEN

A

B

NEW EDGE 
TO GREEN

EXISTING 
PAVILION 
REDEVELOPED

NEW SPORTS 
AREA
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“PLAYING FIELDS” TO “SPROWSTON GREEN”

BEYOND GREEN DEVELOPMENTS

TOWN COUNCIL AND 
LOCAL RESIDENTS

COUNTY COUNCIL

4.2  SITE SPECIFIC PROPOSALS

AN EXAMPLE OF A CHURCH OVERLOOKING A VILLAGE GREEN

KEY DELIVERY PARTNERS

Sprowston Green will provide 
a new sports and recreational 
focus for the neighbourhood 
and reinforce its identity 
through references to the 
area’s history.
The playing fields in Barker’s Lane /
Church Lane are currently well used by 
the residents of Sprowston, for sports and 
dog walking. Together with the Church 
of St. Mary’s and St. Margaret’s, the 
allotments and cemetery they represent 
important community asets. However due 
to their location on the edge of the built 
up area and heavily planted hedges that 
surround them, these asets feel isolated 
from each other and the rest of the 
community. 

A new village Green is proposed 
to integrate and add to these 
neighbourhood assets. It includes public 
green spaces on both sides of Millenium 
Wood, which is retained as a valued local 
asset. These spaces are to be used of 
recreation, sports and outdoor events. 
The existing sports pavillion is retained 
and extended to incorporate improved 
facilities and a community hall with a 
large indoor events space. 

By accommodating non-retail 
neighbourhood activities, Sprowston 
Green will complement the commercial/
retail o�er of Sprowston High Street. 

HOW IT WILL BE ACHIEVED

CREATING A GREEN  Historic greens are 
located in accessible, visible locations, 
overlooked by buidings on all sides. To 
enhance the e�ectiveness of Sprowston 
Green as a safe, attractive, accessible 
community hub, it is proposed that a new 
residential development is located at its 
western edge with a new street linking 
directly the Barker’s Lane/Cozens-Hardy 
Road junction with the proposed new 
development to the north of Millenium 
Wood. 

This will create a safe, active western 
edge to the Green and substantially 
improve the access to and through the 
area, without having to widen and/
or change the character of the historic 
Church Lane (as previously proposed). 

It is also proposed that the planting/
hedges  along Church Lane and Barker’s 
Lane are removed or substantialy 
reduced to allow visibility across the 
Green and open up the views of the 
Church, which is the most important 
historic asset in the neighbourhood. 

LAND SWAP  To facilitate the 
development on the western edge of 
the Green, a land swap will be required 
with the proposed Beyond Green 
development, as illustrated by the plan to 
the right. This will provide a substantial 
public open space within the new 
development north of Millenium Wood. 

THE BENEFITS

The Sprowston Green proposal retains 
the existing community uses and caters 
for the needs that will be generated by 
the Beyond Green development. The 
Green will act as a focus and meeting 
place of the existing and communities. 
The proposed opening up of the green 
space and incorporation of the Church 
of St. Mary’s and St. Margaret’s back into 
the centre of the parish would reinforce 
the historic nature of the neighbourhood 
and result in this part of Sprowston 
regaining its historic role as a green and 
spiritual centre of the village. 

THE DELIVERY

This proposal can only be implemented 
through a close cooperation and 
negotiations between Beyond Green 
Developments, local residents (living 
around the playing fields), the Town 
Council (who manage the playing fields) 
and the County Council (who own them). 

The implementation timeframe will 
depend on Beyond Green’s programme  - 
this should be seen as a medium to long 
term project. 
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SPROWSTON 
YOUTH PARK

ABOVE:  POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES IN 
THE YOUTH PARK 
RIGHT: LOCATION OF THE YOUTH 
PARK

SPROWSTON 
GREEN

SPROWSTON 
HIGH STREET
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4.3  SITE SPECIFIC PROPOSALS
“SOCIAL CLUB” TO “SPROWSTON YOUTH PARK”

GURNEY TRUST

COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL AUTHORITY

AN EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE ACTIVITY IN THE YOUTH PARK

KEY DELIVERY PARTNERS

THE DELIVERY

The development of the Youth Park will 
involve cooperation between the  owner 
of the land to the north of Blue Boar 
Lane - Gurney Trust - and the developers 
working on their behalf, the Local 
Planning Authority and the existing 
Social Club’s management - the County 
Council. The project could be delivered 
as part of the S106 contributions by the 
proposed developments on the Gurney 
Trust’s land. 

The timeframe for delivery will depend 
on how quickly an agreeement can be 
reached between the parties and the 
developers’ overal programme. It is likely 
to be a medium term project, although 
the work on some of the associated 
improvements, such as the new road 
crossings and improved public transport 
access to the site, could commence early.

Creating a major new youth 
facility inSprowston is 
important not only for the 
existing residents, but also 
for any young families that 
may relocate to the area in the 
future.  
Lack of youth facilities in the area 
is seen by the community. as one of 
the key issues to be addressed by the 
Neighbourhood Plan for Sprowston. 
This issue will only become more 
critical once new developments on the 
neighbourhood’s northern edge, which 
are expected to include many families 
with children, are completed. 

The proposed creation of a Youth Park 
in Blue Boar Lane, at the site of the 
existing Social Club, emerged during 
the workshop as a response to the 
observed need. This was prompted by 
the observation made by the workshop 
participants that the existing social club’s 
lease is to expire soon and that the land 
owner is considering the future use of 
the site. 

HOW IT WILL BE ACHIEVED

The proposed Youth Park site is located 
at the edge of the existing wooded area 
(The Plantations - much valued and used 
by the community) and at the contact 
zone with the new development to the 
north.  

Proposed uses could include a 
playground for younger children, as 
well as adventure park type activities 
for teenagers, such as zip wire, cycling, 
wall climbing, etc combined with indoor 
youth activity space. These can be 
combined with cycling/walking facilities  
in the surrounding woods, extending 
the youth acitivity zone and the potential 
range of activies. To make this happen, 
putting in place new, safe and convenient 
pedestrian / cycle crossings in Blue Boar 
Lane will be crucial. 

The proposed location surrounded 
by woods/open space is  well suited to 
the type of activities proposed and will 
minimise any negative impact, such as 
noise, that the proposed activities may 
have on the surrounding area.

THE BENEFITS

Sprowston Youth Park will provide a 
well needed location for the young 
people of Sprowston and the wider area 
to convene. It will also serve as another 
bridge between the existing and new 
communities of Sprowston. 
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SECTION 5 CONCLUSIONS 
TOWARDS DELIVERY

The strategy responds to the 
project brief as follows:

OPPOSITE:  A MAP OF 
SPROWSTON SHOWING 
ITS GREEN SPACES AND 
LINKAGES

DELIVERY

The implementation of the 
proposals described in this 
report will depend on the 
cooperation of many delivery 
partners, as outlined with 
each of the hub proposals. The 
delivery should be coordinated 
and led by the Town Council. 
The three hub proposals were carefully 
considered to ensure delivery in the 
absence of significant public sector 
funding. In each case there is a leading 
private sector delivery partner (Tesco/
other shop keepers for the High Stret, 
Beyond Green for Sprowston Green and 
Gurney Trust’s developers for the Youth 
Park), who will be working with a�ected 
local residents and the relevant public 
sector land owner / existing facility 
manager. 

FUNCTIONAL AND SPATIAL INTEGRATION 
OF THE NEW DEVELOPMENTS - by locating 
neighbourhood hubs between the new 
and old parts of Sprowston, which will 
encourage sharing of facilities and 
community ‘dialogue’ through daily use; 
by proposing new physical links with the 
new developments

SETTLEMENT AND COMMUNITY IDENTITY
- by creating new focal points for the 
neighbourhood, which did not exist 
before and proposing enhancements 
that will improve the attractiveness and 
distinctiveness of the area; by enhancing 
heritage aspect of the neighbourhood

ADDRESSING THE LACK OF CERTAIN 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES - by enhancing 
existing and introducing new community 
facilities such as a community hall and 
youth park

ENSURING DESIGN QUALITY OF NEW 
DEVELOPMENTS - by proposing that a 
character appraisal and pattern book are 
produced and a monitoring mechanism 
put in place to make sure all new 
development proposals adhere to them. 

NEXT STEPS

This report does not constitute 
a Neighbourhood Plan, but 
can inform the formulation 
of a Neighbourhood Plan.  
Further work on the Plan will 
be led by Sprowston Town 
Council with the support of 
the Local Authority.
Alongside the further design work on the 
proposals, a detailed delivery plan should 
be developed as the next step in taking 
forward the community aspirations. 
The Town Council should commence 
discussions and negotiations with the 
key development partners, based on the 
conversations held with these partners 
during the workshop and the proposals 
outlined in this report.

It is suggested that a working group is 
formed by the Town Council to lead the 
work on the Neighbourhood Plan and its 
implementation. 

The Prince’s Foundation is keen to keep 
in touch with the Sprowston community 
and discuss how it could provide further 
input into the development of the 
Neighbourhood Plan and its delivery. 

HOLISTIC PLANNING - by creating three new 
community hubs, each with a di�erent 
o�er, providing a holistic response to 
the community’s social, economic and 
environmental needs and characteristics

WORKING ACROSS BOUNDARIES - by 
locating new facilities in accessible 
locations and creating convenient 
and safe links between the hubs, that 
make them accessible from the old and 
new parts of Sprowston, as well as the 
surrounding parishes

IMPROVE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE EXISTING 
BUILT-UP AREA - by introducing measures 
that will encourage walking and cycling; 
by creating local hubs o�ering a range of 
community facilities, which will reduce 
the area’s dependence on facilities 
outside the neighbourhood and increase 
its economic resilience; by creating new 
facilities and hubs that will enhance 
social cohesion
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ABOVE:  ST MARY & ST 
MARGARET’S CHURCH;  
SPROWSTON HALL 
RIGHT: JOHN CROME, 
‘WINDMILL ON 
MOUSEHOLD HEATH’

Around 125,000 people live 
within the city boundary 
of Norwich, but including 
the ‘outer suburbs’, the 
total population of Greater 
Norwich is approximately 
250,000, nearly a third of the 
population of the County of 
Norfolk.
Lying within Broadland district, 
Sprowston parish adjoins the city of 
Norwich, which lies to the south and 
south-west of the parish. Old Catton 
lies to the west, Beeston St Andrew and 
Spixworth to the north, Rackheath 
and Great and Little Plumstead to the 
east, and Thorpe St Andrew, beyond 
Mousehold Heath to the south. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF NORWICH

The configuration of the River Wensum 
and the marshy land to the east meant 
that the ancient centre of Norwich 
formed on the souther bank between the 
Wensum and Yare. Rackheath, Sprowston 
and Spixworth were present only as 
small villages in 1837 and the presence of 
Rackheath Hall, Sprowston Hall and the 
ornamented park at Beeston St Andrew 
represent the history of landed estates 
and setting of parklands, woodland 
blocks, and open fields, along with areas 
set aside for marl pits and brick kilns. 

The historic growth of the city has not 
been severely a�ected by rail lines that 
divide neighbourhoods, as the rail lines 
and the station only impact on the south 
eastern side of the city and do not cross 
through the centre. The railway provides 
a link to London, a two-hour journey. 
The city also has an international airport 
which serves the population of Norfolk. 

Norwich has developed with a strong 
radial pattern of road connections into 
and out of the city. This structure appears 
to be well dispersed around the centre of 
the city and there are central and inner 
circumferential routes within the pattern 
of the city too.  Within the city, there is a 
well-connected network of walking and 
cycling routes. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF SPROWSTON

The first Sprowston Hall was built in 
1560. Acquired by the mayor of Norwich, 
John Gurney, in 1876, it was rebuilt in 
1885. It is now used as a hotel and is the 
location of Sprowston Manor Golf Club. 
Gurney also funded the building of St 
Cuthbert’s Church, a new vicarage and 
the first urban development, known as 
New Sprowston. This was only possible 
at this time with the introduction of the 
railway at Thorpe and a reliable clean 
water supply from underground aquifers. 
By 1901, the population of Sprowston was 
2,359.

The Sprowston area began to be 
developed more rapidly between 1928 
and 1938, reaching its fullest extent in 
the post-war years with housing and 
infrastructure forming a dense pattern 
of terraces, relieved to the north-west by 
the retention of the landscaped grounds 
(designed by Humphrey Repton) at 
Catton Park. 

Modernist influences of the 1950s 
and 1960s featured strongly in the 
development of the Heartsease Estate, 
now seen as an area of higher density 
housing of low quality with poor 
integration of green infrastructure. 
Together with an area set aside as a 
retail park/industrial use, Sprowston 
and the Heartease Estate e�ectively 
truncated Mousehold Heath from its rural 
hinterland and drew the Heath into the 
city, where it has been retained as a wild 
area.  

APPENDIX A
URBAN CONTEXT
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SPROWSTON TODAY IS A PREDOMINANTLY BUILT-UP PARISH 
COMPRISING MAINLY 20TH CENTURY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT. 
SUBSTANTIAL INDUSTRIAL AND RETAIL AREAS ARE LOCATED IN 
THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER OF THE PARISH. THERE IS EXTENSIVE 
WOODLAND TO THE EAST AND OPEN FARMLAND TO THE NORTH. A
LARGE SUPERSTORE IN THE NORTH OF THE PARISH ACTS AS A FOCUS 
FOR CONVENIENCE GOODS SHOPPING. THE AREA IS WELL SERVICED 
BY SCHOOLS AND RECREATIONAL OPEN SPACES.

THE PARISH POPULATION IS 14,341 (OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS 
2009 POPULATION ESTIMATE). ALTHOUGH NOW SMALL TOWN, 
SPROWSTON HAS RELATIVELY LIMITED LOCAL FACILITIES AND 
SERVICES THAT INCLUDE JUNIOR AND INFANTS SCHOOLS, THREE 
CHURCHES, A CEMETERY, ALLOTMENTS, PARKS AND RECREATION 
GROUNDS AND  A PARK AND RIDE FACILITY.  THE AREA IS SERVED BY 
REGULAR BUS ROUTES ACCESSING NORWICH AND THE SURROUNDING 

VILLAGES AND BROADS.
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ABOVE: THE WOOD AND HEATHLAND;  
THE RACECOURSE PLANTATION

The general quality of the 
landscape in the area is 
markedly di�erent to that of 
The Broads to the north and 
the settlements on and near 
the flood plains of the River 
Yare and Wensum to the south 
and east of Norwich.
Greater Norwich Development 
Partnership (GNDP) commissioned 
a report in November 2007 setting 
out a vision for green infrastructural 
development within the Greater Norwich 
Area and encompassing the Joint Core 
Strategy area.

The document identifies Racecourse, 
Belmore and Brown’s Plantations as a 
core ecological area with desirability 
of creating linkages between these 
plantations and the Thorpe St Andrew 
area to the south and Bulmer Coppice 
to the north. It suggests potential green 
infrastructure projects, with ‘Mousehold 
Heath and NE Norwich Heathland’ 
(shown at Spixworth) listed as an ‘early-
win’ initiative 

Bulmer Coppice, which is immediately 
adjacent to the development area 
boundary, is designated as Ancient 
Woodland. Other areas of woodland 
associated with Rackheath Hall are 
similarly designated. 

This designation relates to areas of 
woodland known to have been in 
existence since 1600 but does not 

necessarily confer that the woodland 
contains ancient or veteran trees. It 
means that there is an established local 
ecology within the wood with associated 
ground flora, vertebrate and invertebrate 
species. 

Broadland District Council’s Landscape 
Character Assessment (1999, updated 
2008) shows much of the landscape of the 
Growth Triangle within ‘Type E - Wooded 
Estatelands’, the dominant landscape 
type in the central and northern part 
of the district. It is described as a gently 
rolling landscape of predominantly 
arable farmland overlying a mixed 
geology which gives rise to areas of flatter 
landscape. Numerous copses, woodlands 
and small plantations provide a sense of 
enclosure, as well as being points of visual 
focus within views across farmland.

Key issues identified in the assessment 
include:

I) DECREASE IN WOODLAND AND TREE 
COVER;

II) LOSS OF LANDSCAPE FEATURES SUCH AS 
HEDGEROWS, FIELD MARGINS AND FARM 
PONDS;

III) INCREASED PRESSURE ON MARGINAL 
LAND INCLUDING SMALL HOLDINGS, 
HORSE PADDOCKS AND OUTDOOR LEISURE 
FACILITIES

IV) INTRUSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT, INCLUDING CONSTRUCTION 
OF NEW ROADS

V) ROAD LIGHTING, VISIBILITY SPLAYS AND 
SIGNAGE, CONTRIBUTING TO INCREASING 
SENSE OF URBANISATION

VI) LOSS OF TRANQUILLITY AND RURAL 
CHARACTER

The main area of ecological interest 
is heathland restoration. Norfolk 
Biodiversity Partnership has Habitat 
Action Plans for Lowland Heathland and 
Dry Acid Grassland, which are aimed 
at protecting heathland and recreating 
heathland areas where they have been 
damaged by forestry. Norfolk County 
Council has produced a topic paper 
on heathland and advises on heath 
management including Mousehold 
Heath which has been designated as a 
Local Nature Reserve (LNR). However, 
management to reinstate heathland is 
strongly opposed by certain local user 
groups.

APPENDIX B
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT
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Quote Idebis quo quo ea 
volorro videro consend ignient 
et postiam ra nus nis velistrum 
qui dolendi.
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ABOVE:  ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES IN THE 
GROWTH TRIANGLE;  DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF 
LAND IN THE GROWTH TRIANGLE

Sprowston is one of three 
parishes lying on the northeast 
fringe of Norwich, which 
together make up a large part 
of the ‘Growth Triangle’. 
7,000 new dwellings are to 
be delivered in this growth 
location by 2026. 
CORE STRATEGY

The Joint Core Strategy for Broadland, 
Norwich, South Norfolk and the Broads 
Authority was adopted by all authorities 
in March 2011. In Broadland, it replaced 
the 2006 adopted local plan. 

Its main spatial planning objectives are 
to:

1  MINIMISE THE CLIMATE CHANGE 
CONTRIBUTIONS

2  ALLOCATION OF LAND FOR HOUSING, 
AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING

3 PROMOTE ECONOMIC GROWTH 
AND DIVERSITY AND PROVIDE A WIDE 
RANGE OF JOBS

4 STIMULATE REGENERATION AND 
REDUCE DEPRIVATION

5  PROVISION OF EDUCATIONAL 
FACILITIES TO SUPPORT THE NEEDS OF 
A GROWING POPULATION

6  ACCESSIBILITY TO SERVICES

7 PLANNING FOR FUTURE 
SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT

8 PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE

9  NATURAL CHARACTER OF AN AREA & 
BUILT HERITAGE

10  CREATE A SAFER ENVIRONMENT

11 ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HEALTHY AND ACTIVE LIFESTYLES

12 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN PLANNING

Some of the key policies outlined in the 
Joint Core Strategy are;

POLICY 2 – PROMOTING GOOD DESIGN

This policy emphasizes “creating a 
strong sense of place” and respecting 
local distinctiveness. This includes 
“maintaining important strategic gaps” 
between settlements, treatment of 
gateways, landscape character, historic 
environment, and townscape, quality 
of streets and use of “sustainable and 
traditional materials”. All residential 
developments of 10 units or more are to 
be evaluated against Building for Life 
criteria.

POLICY 3 – ENERGY AND WATER

This policy seeks to minimise reliance 
on non-renewable, high-carbon energy 
sources. Developments of 10 units 
or more should include sources of 
decentralised and renewable or low-
carbon energy to provide at least 10% 
of the scheme’s energy requirements. 
Release of land for development 
will be dependent on there being 
su�cient water infrastructure to 
meet additional requirements arising 
from new development. Water quality 
should be protected or improved, with 

new sewerage capacity needed to link 
development to the local wastewater 
treatment works. New homes must reach 
Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4 for 
water and, for developments over 500 
dwellings, Level 6 by 2015.

POLICY 6 – ACCESS AND 
TRANSPORTATION

The main focus of this policy is the 
implementation of the Norwich Area 
Transportation Strategy. It seeks to 
promote “concentration of development 
close to essential services and facilities 
to encourage walking and cycling 
as the primary means of travel, with 
public transport for wider access”, 
and “provision of IT links, telecom-
munications and promotion of home 
working”

POLICY 10 – LOCATIONS FOR MAJOR 
NEW OR EXPANDED COMMUNITIES IN 
THE NORWICH POLICY AREA

Concentration of new development 
in areas to the north east and south 
west of the city is viewed as the best 
way to maximise the use of existing 
infrastructure, achieve a scale of 
development that will deliver new 
supporting infrastructure at lower 
cost per unit, and mitigate against the 
environmental impacts of developing 
in green field locations. The strategy 
focuses housing growth in the Old 
Catton/Sprowston/Rackheath and 
Thorpe St Andrew Growth Triangle 
(7,000 homes by 2026 and 10,000 
eventually), with other significant 
allocations for: Norwich City Council 
area (3,000), Wymondham (2,200) and 
Long Stratton (1,800).

APPENDIX C
PLANNING CONTEXT
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GROWTH TRIANGLE LAND USES

The Growth Triangle will be subject to an 
Area Action Plan, with “permeability and 
community integration” across the NDR.

POLICY 19 – HIERARCHY OF CENTRES

All categories of centres will be subject to 
policies in DPDs (Development Control 
Policies Development Plan Documents) 
to enhance the environment and 
economy of that centre, protecting its 
function by controlling proposals that 
would result in the loss of commercial 
premises or local services.

NORWICH CITY CENTRE

AYLESHAM, DISS, HARLESTON AND 
WYMONDHAM, PLUS ANGLIA SQ/
MAGDALEN ST AND RIVERSIDE WITHIN 
THE NORWICH URBAN AREA

VARIOUS LARGE VILLAGE AND DISTRICT 
CENTRES, INCLUDING THE NEW 
DISTRICT CENTRE FOR THE GROWTH 
TRIANGLE – EITHER BASED ON THE 
EXISTING BLUE BOAR LANE CENTRE 
OR AT AN ALTERNATIVE LOCATION, 
AS DETERMINED THROUGH THE AREA 
ACTION PLAN. 

LOCAL CENTRES, INCLUDING NEW AND 
ENHANCED LOCAL CENTRES SERVING 
MAJOR GROWTH LOCATIONS.

GROWTH TRIANGLE AAP
FRAMEWORK PLAN STUDY

The Growth Triangle Framework Study 
was published in September 2011, and 
forms the basis for the future Area 
Action Plan (AAP), setting out the 
socio-economic and physical context and 
illustrates some indicative layout options 
for the Growth Triangle.

The Growth Triangle covers an area of 
approximately 1,865 hectares, most of 
which is undeveloped agricultural land 
inclusive of  large swathes of  plantation 
woodland.  The combined population 
of the Growth Triangle estimate in 
2008 was 45,000.  Currently only 3,500 
live within the parameters of the 
Gowth Triangle itself; with projections 
reaching approximately 27,000 by 2031.  
Therefore it is anticipated that there will 
be a younger demographic moving into 
developments in the Growth Triangle in 
the future.

The Triangle contains, or is close to 
three district retail centres; Old Catton, 
Dussindale and Blue Boar Lane.  Other 
services are availed of in nearby parishes 
and districts.

Employment opportunities within the 
Triangle are to be found in Norwich with 
the percentage of people driving to work 
by car higher than the Norfolk or English 
average.  Some of the key infrastructural 
proposals on which the Triangle will be 
dependent are the NDR and  two key link 
roads, the Bus Rapid Transit, bus route 
improvements as well as new healthcare, 
education and community facilities.

DRAFT SITE ALLOCATIONS DPD

Broadland District Council issued a 
consultation document on shortlisted 
sites in 2011 combining existing 
allocations with 62 new sites from a large 
number that were proposed.  The plan 
for Sprowston shows the retention of two 
sites in the Local Plan SPR4; designated 
for residential development & SPR11 
which has been designated suitable for 
employment uses.

BLUE BOAR LANE DEVELOPMENT BRIEF 
SPD & OUTLINE PLANNING FOR WHITE 
HOUSE FARM

Outline planning permission was 
granted to the developers Taylor Wimpey, 
Hopkins Homes and Persimmon for a 
1,233 residential development east of 
Sprowston.  This proposed development 
was based on Broadland District 
Council’s brief for the site, adopted 
in 2007.  The scheme consists of two 
phases; a new link road and roundabout 
on Salhouse Road incorporating 450 
dwellings and another of 783 dwellings 
with woodland management with public 
access.

HOME FARM DEVELOPMENT

A masterplan for the site north of Tesco 
superstore, adjoining Wroxham Road 
with Spowston Park Hotel and golf 
course immediately to the north-east, 
was approved in December 2007.  The 
scheme will consist of 100 market and 
20 homes that are a�ordable through 
phases 2 & 3 with Phase 4 being a 
development of 81 homes of which 40% 
will be a�ordable.
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Norwich Area Transportation Strategy (NATS)
sets out to provide the essential infrastructure 
needed to accommodate growth, including 
policies to reduce the impact of tra�c, to ensure 
that transport schemes meet their desired 
outcomes using high quality design, to support 
Norwich’s role as a Regional Interchange Centre, 
to improve links to other urban areas and to 
promote travel choice. 

Adopted in 2006, it was supplemented in 2009 by 
the 20-year vision set out in the Norfolk County 
Council document, ‘Transport in the Norwich 
Area’, and an implementation plan is being 
developed.  The main features of the strategy 
include:

STRATEGY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A NORTHERN 
DISTRIBUTOR ROAD (NDR), WHICH WILL TRANSFER 
VEHICLE CAPACITY FROM THE CENTRE TO THE EDGE 
OF THE CITY

THE POSTWICK HUB, WHICH IS PART OF THE NDR
PROJECT AND CRITICAL TO RELEASING AROUND 
130,000 SQM OF EMPLOYMENT (70,000 ON THE 
BROADLAND BUSINESS PARK AND 60,000 ON 
ADDITIONAL LAND PROPOSED FOR ALLOCATION IN 
THE JCS)

MAKING THE CITY CENTRE BETTER FOR PEDESTRIANS 
AND CYCLISTS AND IMPROVING ROUTES FOR THESE 
MODES

BUILDING ON THE SUCCESS OF EXISTING PARK AND 
RIDE FACILITIES (3.3M PASSENGERS PER ANNUM 
AND 6 LOCATIONS AT PRESENT, INCLUDING ONE AT 
WROXHAM ROAD, SPROWSTON), WITH BETTER BUS 
ROUTES, SERVICES AND VEHICLES

PROPOSALS FOR A BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) 
NETWORK AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE CORE BUS 
NETWORK, TO IMPROVE BUS CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 
GROWTH LOCATIONS AND THE CITY CENTRE, GIVING 
BUSES PRIORITY ON KEY ROUTES.

APPENDIX D
TRANSPORT STRATEGY
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NORWICH NORTHERN 
DISTRIBUTOR ROAD

The NDR would act to relieve pressure on 
arterial routes into and across the City as 
well as relieving the pressure on quieter 
roads, thus providing the opportunity to 
improve the environment on these roads. 
In addition, the NDR would create better 
access to the airport and would provide 
more direct links to the regional and 
national road network. 

Within the Growth Triangle area, a 
route for an inner link road has been 
safeguarded within Broadland District 
Council’s existing Local Plan. This 
link road is safeguarded in two parts, 
one of which has an extant planning 
permission. However, it should be noted 
that the road as currently safeguarded, 
does not link. The ‘missing section’ is 
located centrally within the area of land 
being promoted by the Broadland Land 
Trust. 

DfT confirmed £86.5 million of funding 
for the NDR in December 2011. It is 
expected to be complete by Spring 2017. 
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FIRST PUBLIC SESSION 

DATE:  17 JANUARY 2012 (18:45 – 20:45)
VENUE: SPROWSTON DIAMOND CENTRE, SCHOOL LANE, SPROWSTON

18:45 Arrival, co�ee and tea

19.00 Welcome and introduction by the Town Council
Objectives and issues 
Work to date 
Why The Prince’s Foundation was asked to help 

19.15 Introduction by The Prince’s Foundation 
Who we are
Neighbourhood planning and CLG programme overview
Proposed programme of events
Principles of sustainable neighbourhoods 

19.30 Q&A on key issues
19.45 Gathering views and ideas

Dots exercises - tell us about your neighbourhood
Post-its exercise - give us your ideas

20:45 Close

STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP

DATE:  18 JANUARY 2012 (08:45 - 17:00)
VENUE: SPROWSTON DIAMOND CENTRE, SCHOOL LANE, SPROWSTON

08:45 Arrival, co�ee and tea
09:00 Welcome and introduction by the Town Council

Objectives and issues 
09:10 Presentation from The Prince’s Foundation on 

Process and principles
Summary of feedback from first public session 

09:30 Technical presentations 
History of the area
Planning context
Transport policies
Beyond Green Developments proposals

10:30 Q & A
10:50 Co�ee and tea break
11:00 Group workshop - Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis 
12:30 Group feedback - 
13:00 Lunch
13:45 Workshop continues in theme based groups - Identifying priorities 
14:30 Co�ee and tea break
14:45 Themed group work continues - delivering responses to the priorities
16:00 Group work feedback and plenary discussion
16:50 Summary 
17:00 Close of day

INTERNAL DESIGN WORKSHOP  

DATE:  19 JANUARY 2012 (08:45 – 18:30)
VENUE: SPROWSTON DIAMOND CENTRE, SCHOOL LANE, SPROWSTON

08:45 Arrival, co�ee and tea
09:00 Consolidation and preferred option discussion 
10:00 Design session
12:30 Lunch meeting with Town Councillors - progress update
13:00 Design session continues
18:30 Close

SECOND PUBLIC SESSION 

DATE:  19 JANUARY 2012 (18:45 - 20:45)
VENUE: SPROWSTON DIAMOND CENTRE, SCHOOL LANE, SPROWSTON

18:45 Arrival, co�ee and tea

19:00 Welcome and introduction by the Town Council 
19:10 Presentation from The Prince’s Foundation 

Outputs of the workshop
Recommendations
Next steps 

19:40 Q&A 
20:45 Close

APPENDIX F
WORKSHOP PROGRAMME



EDUCATING and EMPOWERING PEOPLE
TRANSFORMING LIVES through ENGAGING
for BUILDING COMMUNITY:
THE PRINCE’S FOUNDATION

SUPPORTING US

If you want to support us, it’s easy to get involved. 
Just visit our website at
www.princes-foundation.org/support-us
email us at enquiry@princes-foundation.org   
or call us on 020 7613 8584

KEEPING UP TO DATE

If you want regular updates, sign up for our 
newsletter via our website, follow us
on Twitter at @princesfound or join us
on Facebook at The-Princes-Foundation

REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 1069969
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Appendix Q: Image from Sprowston Summer Fete, 2012 





Appendix R: Sprowston Summer Fete, 2012 





Appendix S:Sprowston Matters 35 extract, 2012 





Appendix T:Sprowston Matters 37 extract, 2013 
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Neighbourhood Development Plan for Sprowston Town Council
Event Date: May 2013
Consultation Period: 17 May 2013 - 28 June 2013
Event Title: Draft Neighbourhood Development Plan printed/CD advertised Sprowston Matters and Poster on Notice Board available to view at various:locations:and:on:the:Council’s:website
Response 
Number

Name/
Organisation

Policy/Page Number Summary of Response How the issue has been addressed in the Neighbourhood Plan by the Town Council

1. Broadland District 
Council (Nick Bolton 
District Ecologist)

Policy 1 (Page 25)
Main comments refer to the Environmental Assets policy and the associated plans. 
Page 25, Policy 1: Environmental Assets:
I would stress the importance of getting this statement to read correctly. The 
importance of ensuring developers are aware of they will have to provide connectivity 
for wildlife (and people) through their site is paramount. I suggest rewording of the 
policy’s:first:statement:to:include:“connectivity”
“Development:must:
Create and enhance connectivity, minimise fragmentation of habits and seek to 
conserve enhance existing environmental assets of acknowledged local importance 
including:valued:green:and:open:spaces”
The second and third points are fine.
There is a need to include a plan to show the indicative habitat connectivity corridors 
and green infrastructure.
Recommendations:
The amendments to Policy 1: Environment as stated above
I would advise that sections of the new plans for G.I. in the Growth Triangle are included 
to display the indicative routes of green infrastructure and habitat connectivity. These 
are:based:on:the:GNDP’s:green:infrastructure:work

The statement under:Policy:1:currently:refers:to:“minimise:fragmentation:of:
habitats”::The:suggested:change:gives:a:more:positive:element::It:is:agreed:that:this:
would be beneficial.

The reference to maps/plans to show the green infrastructure relates to something 
that is:addressed:in:the:District:Council’s:higher:level:planning:documents::It:is:not:
appropriate to replicate these here.

Proposed change –
.mend:text:under:Policy:1,:to:state:“Development:must

 Create:and:enhance:connectivity,:minimise:fragmentation:

2. Norfolk Wildlife 
Trust (Senior 
Conservation Officer)

Spatial Planning Objective 9 
(Page 23)

Policy 1 (Page 25) 

Policy 16 & 17 (Page 35)

Spatial Planning Objective 9 
(Page 23)
Policy 1 (Page 25)

Policy 21 (Page 38)
Policy 16 & 17 (Page 35)

We fully support Spatial Planning Objective 9, in relation to the natural environment, 
which states that Biodiversity and locally distinctive landscapes will be protected and 
enhanced. 
We fully support Policy 1 which refers to protection and enhancement of environmental 
assets
With regard to this objective and policy we do have some concern with regard to site 
specific:policies:16:and:17:which:seek:to:create:a:woodland:activity:park: in:Harrison’s:
Plantation. It does not seem as if the wording of these two policies currently meets the 
aspirations of Objective 9 and Policy 1, (although Objective 9 is referenced with regard 
to: these: site: specific:policies):Harrison’s:Plantation:has: local:biodiversity:value:and: is:
very likely meet County Wildlife Site criteria. Previous and current owners of the site 
haven’t:given:permission:for:detailed:ecological:surveys:to:take:place:however:the:area:
appears to be very similar to the nearby Racecourse Plantation County Wildlife Site. We 
understand that planning conditions associated with the development north of Blue 
Boar Lane include a requirement for there to be woodland and conservation 
management:plan:for:Harrison’s:Plantation:Whilst:we:have:no:objection:to:Harrison’s:
Plantation being zoned for local recreational activities, we believe there should be 
reference within policies 16 and 17 to the biodiversity value of the area and the need to 
have a management plan for the site that allows for both informal recreation and 
biodiversity enhancement. 
We  fully support Site Specific Policy 21
With: regard: to: linking: Harrison’s: Plantation: with: other: green: infrastructure: assets:
outside of the town council area, we have made a submission to the Broadland Area 
Action Plan that a green corridor should be created between Harrison’s:Plantation:and:
Racecourse Plantation as part of any future development proposals that may come 
forward south of Salhouse Road. In our view, this should be considered as a further 
potential site specific policy in the Neighbourhood Plan.

Support noted for Objective 9.

Support noted for Policy 1.

Under Policies 16 and 17 the intention is to enhance the woodland area for 
recreational activity.  However, this would need to be carefully done to minimise any 
harm to wildlife value in accordance with Objective 9.  Policy 1 will apply, together 
with Policies 16 and 17, and so it is not necessary to make a specific reference to this. 

A management plan would need to be considered as part of the operation of the site.

Support noted for Policy 21.

Deference to the submission to the Area Action Plan.  As an issue being dealt with in 
that higher level document, it should not be repeated within the Neighbourhood Plan.



3. Norfolk County 
Council 

Spatial Vision (Page 17)

Policy General

Policy 14 (Page 33)

Policy 15 (Page 34)

Policy 20 (Page 37)

Policy 14 Page (33)

Spatial Planning Objectives 8 
& 9 (Pages 22 & 23) 
Policy 12 (Page 30)

Spatial Planning Objective 9 
(Page 23)

General
The County Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the SNP and supports the 
Council’s: key: vision: and: sustainable: objectives: set: out: in: the: Plan: The: Town: Council:
clearly recognise the challenges facing this area of growth in terms of infrastructure 
provision; environmental protection and securing jobs and housing.
1.1. While recognising that the draft SNP is not intended to cover the Sprowston part of 

the Growth Triangle AAP, it is felt that there needs to be some further reference to 
the proposed growth and in particular the need for appropriate infrastructure 
delivery (see below).
Infrastructure Delivery

2.1 Under the Spatial Vision it would be helpful if there was a further bullet in the 
“common: themes”: box: referring: to “To ensure the provision of necessary 
infrastructure to deliver growth”. 

2.2. Under the heading Supporting the Community - it is felt that there ought to be a 
Policy on infrastructure delivery indicating that:

Housing and other development will be expected to contribute towards improving 
local services and infrastructure (such as transport, education; library and fire 
hydrant provision) through either the payment of a Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL) and/or planning obligations (via a s106 agreement / planning condition). This 
would be consistent with Objectives 5 and 6 of the SNP.

The emerging plan should make it clear that new or improved infrastructure will be 
funded/delivered through CIL and/or S106 agreements (including use of planning 
conditions) having regard to the Greater Norwich Development Partnership Local 
Investment Plan and Programme (LIPP).

2.3   Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service advocate the installation of sprinklers in all new 
developments. Sprinklers have a proven track record to protect property and lives. 
It would therefore be helpful if the emerging Neighbourhood Plan could refer to 
the installation of Sprinklers in new development.
Transport

3.1   It is understood that the Town Council has already been in discussion with the 
County Council (highway engineer) regarding issues on the Wroxham Road (see 
letter from Chris Mayes attached).

3.2   Policy 15 introducing tree planting.  Tree planning may be acceptable within the 
highway, however this would require licensing and maintenance agreement.

3.3  Policy 20.  As expressed in the attached letter the County Council is moving away 
from traffic calming towards traffic management measures and it would be useful 
for the policy wording to reflect this. (This comment also applies to the wording of 
Policy 14).  Funds for schemes are limited and no guarantee can be given at this 
time that proposals will be prioritised for funding.
Archaeology

4.1  The County Council welcome the inclusion of spatial planning objectives 8 and 9, 
both of which relate to the historic environment, and also Policy 12

4.2 Most of the heritage assets within Sprowston will receive a degree of protection 
from the policies of the NPPF, but it would be good to add some supporting text to 
include heritage assets with archaeological interest. For example, the supporting 
text to spatial planning objective 9, lists areas of open space, historic parks and 
gardens, wildlife sites and plantation woodland. 
It is recommended that this list should be amended to read "areas of open space, 
archaeological sites, historic parks and gardens, wildlife sites and plantation 
woodland".

General support noted.

The detailed comments relate to specific matters that are more appropriately dealt 
with:in:the:District:Council’s:higher:level:planning:documents::It:is:not:necessary,:nor:
would it be appropriate, for the Neighbourhood Plan to replicate these matters.

It is accepted that the terminology in Policy 20 should be amended to refer to traffic 
management measures; similarly, the text under Policy 14 to be amended.

Support for Objectives 8 and 9, and Policy 12 noted.

The text under Objective 9 simply lists some of the key features that contribute to the 
area.  Although there may be areas of archaeological importance, these are not 
readily visible in their own rights, though may be within features such as historic 
parks, or even open countryside.  Consequently, it would not add to the explanatory 
text by making reference to these.
Proposed change –
.mend:Policy:20:to:read:“Traffic:Management measures and amend text below Policy 



Policy 22 (Page 38)

Minerals and Waste
5.1 The Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy and Development Management 

Policies DPD (adopted September 2011), and the Minerals Site Specific Allocations, 
and Waste Site Specific Allocations DPDs (currently under Examination) are part of 
the development plan for Norfolk.  Therefore, the Neighbourhood Plan should 
have make reference to, and been generally compliant with these. 

5.2   A significant part of the area covered by the Neighbourhood Plan is underlain by a 
Mineral Safeguarding Area (MSA) for sand and gravel which is designated through 
the adopted Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy Policy CS16 – Safeguarding.  
However the majority of these MSAs are also within the area covered by the 
Growth Triangle Area Action Plan (AAP) and it is noted that the Neighbourhood 
Plan does not seek to make development proposals for the area covered by the 
AAP.  The Mineral Planning Authority has previously responded to consultations on 
the Growth Triangle AAP regarding mineral safeguarding.

5.4 The Neighbourhood Plan proposes three areas for development; of these 
‘Sprowston:Woodland:Park’:is:underlain:by:an:MS.,:and:‘The:Green:Heart’ is partly 
underlain by an MSA.  However, no permanent structures/development are 
proposed for either of these areas.  The exception to this is the proposed extension 
to the burial ground; for which deposits of sand and gravel are generally 
considered to be favourable.  Therefore, the Mineral Planning Authority considers 
that the proposals in the draft Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan will not result in 
unnecessary sterilisation of mineral resources, and does not object to the Draft 
Neighbourhood Plan on mineral safeguarding grounds.

14 

The:introduction:explains:that:the:Neighbourhood:Plan:‘:must:confirm:with:the:
strategic:planning:policies’::It:is:not:necessary:to:list:all:the:documents::with:which:
the Neighbourhood Plan should conform.  Conformity has to be demonstrated as part 
of the process.

It is noted that there are no objections to the Neighbourhood Plan arising from the 
Minerals and Waste planning considerations.

4. English Heritage
(Historic Places 
Adviser)

Spatial Planning Objective 9 
(Page 23)

Policy 12 (Page 24)

Policy 22 (Page 38)

Supportive of parishes wishing to prepare Neighbourhood Plans and we understand the 
pressures on Sprowston which have promoted the need for this particular plan. Our 
interest is primarily concerned with the historic built environment and our comments 
will therefore focus on these aspects of the plan.
We welcome the fact that the plan acknowledges the contribution that the historic 
environment contributes to the area and the need to ensure it is safeguard.
The historic environment consists of both designated assets (listed buildings, scheduled 
monuments and the like) and non-designated assets (buildings of local interest) and it is 
important for your plan to clarify what is intended to protect. This might set out within 
Objective 9 which could be changed to read:
To protect, manage and enhance the natural, built and historic environment, including 
key landscapes, natural resources, areas of natural habitat or nature conservation value 
and both designated and non-designated heritage assets.
Policy 12 deals with cultural assets and leisure facilities. When considering built heritage 
it is important to understand the role that setting can contribute to the significance of 
an asset and, as the NPPF acknowledges, harm can arise from inappropriate 
development:within: an: asset’s: setting:We: therefore: believe: that: the: issue:of: setting:
needs to be captured within Policy 12. This may require a second sentence to be added 
to the policy to the policy along the lines of:
This will require a demonstration of understanding of the role that setting makes to the 
significance of individual heritage assets to ensure that harm does not arise from 
inappropriate development within an assets setting.
Policy 22 is concerned with the extension to existing burial ground at Church Lane and 
will also impact on the setting of the Grade I listed Church of St Mary and St Margaret. 
The final sentence of the second paragraph within the policy might be expanded to 
acknowledge this point and read:
Development may take place nearby and it’s important that this does not detract from 

Comments noted.

The current wording under Objective 9 is general in nature and covers designated and 
non-designated assets.  It is not necessary to refer to there.

The issue of setting of heritage assets is a detailed aspect that is more appropriately 
dealt with in specific development management policies included in the District 
Council’s:higher:level:planning:documents

Agreed that reference to setting of church would be beneficial.



Policy 2 (Page 26)
the character of this area, and its enjoyment by the community, or harm the setting of 
the grade I listed Church of St Mary and St Margaret.
Finally, with reference to Policy 2, which covers good design; reference is made to the 
height of new buildings and the need to respect the surrounding residential areas. 
However, good design is also about ensuring building are of an appropriate scale, form 
and massing, together with the design and treatment of the spaces between buildings 
to: create: a: sequence:of:external: “rooms”: incorporating: the:use:of:high:quality: street:
furniture (while at the same time avoiding unnecessary clutter). When referring to the 
need for street trees, these should be of an appropriate species, while other matters 
such as the orientation of new buildings to take maximum advantage of passive solar 
gains might also be included. 

Policy 2 seeks to suggest key elements of good design, but it is not exhaustive.  
However, reference could be made to the additional elements suggested by English 
Heritage.

Proposed Changes:
 Add following text to that under Policy 22: ‘::enjoyment:by:the:community,:

or:harm:the:setting:of:the:grade:1:listed:Church:of:St:Mary:and:St:Margaret’
 Add, following text to that under Policy:2:‘the:need:to:ensure:buildings:are:of:

an appropriate scale, form and massing, and have regard to spaces between 
buildings:and:street:furniture,:and:orientation:of:buildings’

5. Natural England
(Janet Nuttall 
Land Use Ops Team)

Spatial Planning Objective 9 
(Page 23)
Policy 1 (Page 25)

Policy 1 (Page 25)

Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure 
that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development. 
Natural England is a statutory consultee in neighbourhood planning and must be 
consulted (under Schedule 1 (1) of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations) on draft 
neighbourhood development plans by the parish/town council or neighbourhood forum 
where they are likely to affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) or 20 hectares or 
more of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land. We must also be consulted where 
proposals require Environmental Impact Assessment or screening for Habitats 
Regulations Assessments. 
Natural England does not consider that this Plan poses any likely significant risk to the 
areas listed above and so does not wish to make specific comment on the details of 
this consultation. 
Natural England believes this Plan fits well with the ideas put forward in the Sprowston 
and Old Catton 5000+ housing development (Beyond Green), which included restoration 
of Beeston Park, sports and allotment areas, protection for local sites, habitats and 
species, and areas attractive to walkers and cyclists to discourage use of the car. 
We welcome those objectives and policies, particularly Objective 9 and Policy 1, which 
seek to protect and enhance the natural environment and landscapes. We are pleased 
that the plan seeks to minimise loss of green space through development; we note that 
development will be expected to provide environmental gains through green 
infrastructure and biodiversity and locally distinctive landscapes will be protected and 
enhanced. Development including housing and associated infrastructure can lead to the 
isolation of natural areas and impact on the foraging routes of protected species such as 
bats and other wildlife, hence we welcome measures being implemented through this 
Plan to prevent this as far as possible. 
There is a recognised need for access routes for pedestrians and cyclists to connect 
across the wider area and the Plan seeks to address this by promoting linkages between 
habitats to help enable adaptation to climate change. We particularly welcome the 
requirement through Policy 1 for development to contribute to the provision and long-
term maintenance of a multi-functional green infrastructure network. 
The following is offered as additional advice to assist the Town Council. 
Natural England, together with the Environment Agency, English Heritage and Forestry 
Commission has published joint advice on neighbourhood planning which sets out 
sources of environmental information and ideas on incorporating the environment into 
development proposals. This is available at: http://publications.environment-
agency.gov.uk/PDF/GEHO0212BWAZ-E-E.pdf 
Local environmental record centres hold a range of information on the natural 

Comments and additional advice noted and welcomed.



environment. A list of local records centre is available at: http://www.nbn-
nfbr.org.uk/nfbr.php 
Protected species 
You should consider whether your proposal has any impacts on protected species. To 
help you do this, 
Natural England has produced standing advice to help understand the impact of 
particular developments on protected or Biodiversity Action Plan species should they be 
identified as an issue. The standing advice also sets out when, following receipt of 
survey information, you should undertake further consultation with Natural England. 
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningdevelopment/spatialplanning/sta
ndingadvice/default.aspx 
Opportunities for enhancing the natural environment 
Proposals may provide opportunities to enhance the character and local distinctiveness 
of the surrounding natural and built environment; use natural resources more 
sustainably; and bring benefits for the local community, for example through green 
space provision and access to and contact with nature. 
Opportunities to incorporate features into new build or retro fitted buildings which are 
beneficial to wildlife, such as the incorporation of roosting opportunities for bats or the 
installation of bird nest boxes should also be considered as part of any new 
development proposal. 
The lack of specific comment from Natural England should not be interpreted as a 
statement that there are no impacts on the natural environment. Other bodies and 
individuals may make comments that will help the Parish Council to fully take account of 
the environmental value of this area in their decision making process. 
If you consider your proposal will significantly impact on a SSSI or 20ha or more of 
agricultural land or should the proposal be amended in a way which significantly affects 
its impact on the natural environment, you should consult Natural England again. 

6. Mollie Howes
(Resident)

The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 
(2011)

Spatial Planning Objective 1 
(Page 19)

I am extremely concerned over the proposed rate of increase in development in 
Sprowston. Broadland DC has just over 3,000 families on the waiting list. With the 
development between the new link road between Wroxham and Salhouse roads with 
Blue Boar Lane there are at least 1,400 with outline planning consent, and another 900 
just agreed for Thorpe St. Andrew. If more properties were to be built in the other 
villages, as the dispersal proposed by South Norfolk, I cannot see why the need for the 
Beyond Green development. In the current financial crisis, which could well be very 
prolonged and never recovering to previous levels because borrowing is not sustainable, 
families cannot find the deposit required in order to buy their own homes and builders 
cannot afford to build for renting. Surely we should wait for the final decision by the 
Inspector before jumping the gun as he may throw out the JCS as far as Broadland DC is 
concerned.

I note you say that that this is the work of the Town Council as the steering group but it 
could have been written by Broadland. DC, I do not see how it contributes to reducing 
carbon emissions. You are covering good productive agricultural land producing food 
which means more will have to be imported, up goes carbon emissions in transport as 
well as the price. This is an agricultural area and should remain so.

Objective 1.
Water. How will you guarantee that water can be supplied to new properties? We had a 
3 month ban on its use last summer. More properties mean more water required. Your 
next comment is about flooding in that it will generally be guided away from areas with 
a high probability of flooding. Surely it has to be, or the land not developed. When are 

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised. In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.

The introduction explains that the Neighbourhood Plan complements and must 
conform to such documents, but it does not deal with the issues addressed in those 
documents.  The Neighbourhood Plan focuses on some key issues that are of 
particular importance for the local community, separate from the matters dealt with 
in the higher order documents.



Spatial Planning Objective 8 
(Page 19)

Policy 2 (Page 26)

Policy 3 (Page 27)

Policy 13 (Page 32)

Policy 14 (Page33)

Policy 15 (Page 34)

we getting a Flood Risk Assessment for the area?
Objective 8.
I strongly object:to:“the:evolution:of:Sprowston:from:farm:land:to:a:Norwich:suburb”:

See comments above.
Policy 2.
“Treating:the:area:as:a:gateway”:What:does:this:mean?:Bearing:in:mind:this:is:exactly:
what Norfolk Homes described Home Farm as being and being something of a 
showpiece entering Norwich from the north, They look and are affordable homes but so 
close together, and to the road, as to have limited appeal for many people.
“landscaping:and:public:art”:Sounds:interesting:but:what:does:this:mean?
I agree with the 20mph in residential areas but not on major roads like Wroxham Road, 
but traffic volume is such that it would cause hold-ups, and slow speed at this level 
results in increased carbon emissions as I am reliably informed.
If you want rear on-plot parking you need to provide access which to me means cul-de-
sacs.
Designing out crime. I have often heard this said but never demonstrated. My 
experience tells me that increased urbanisation is synonymous with increased crime.
I agree the comment on the height of properties if built.
Policy 3.
I agree you need to meet the needs of the elderly and disabled. Properties should be 
built with few or no steps to gain entrance and pavements should be wide enough for 
buggies.
Policy 13.
It is not a case of when the NDR is built, but if. This still has to go before an Inspector at 
a Public Inquiry. This, like the JCS, will probably take months to decide and may even be 
turned down. Proposals to build a Park & Ride on Wroxham Road about 12 years ago 
residents suggested that a Site C at Rackheath would be a preferred option as they 
considered it was brown field as a former wartime airfield. This was turned down by 
NCC on the stated grounds of being a green field site. Little wonder that 10 years later 
when GNDP wanted to build an Eco town at Rackheath it was suddenly classified as 
brown field! Moving the P&R to accommodate Beyond Green proposals by bringing a 
road onto Wroxham Road opposite Sprowston Manor creating a dog leg, does not make 
sense. (Now that the NDR is no longer connecting the two ends of the Southern Bypass, 
it becomes obvious that the shortened version is in order to provide more development 
in its area). The Sprowston P&R is going to be linked to the Postwick P&R by link roads 
following a very similar route to the pink route NDR favoured in 2001/2002. I can 
therefore see no reason to move the P&R but to extend it into the next field allowing a 
road to be built alongside, straight from the roundabout.
Policy 14.
This is the busiest road in the town and to put down traffic calming measures of any 
description should not even be considered. This road is heavily used by the police, 
ambulance and fire services. Any of these will tell you that seconds count. As for the 
reduction in spaces for parking it will make the situation worse. Many is the time I have 
had to park on the road because all the bays are full. Frequently delivery lorries for the 
Tesco store have to park on the road. The Post Office is very busy particularly since the 
closure of the one at the top of Sprowston road. To put in parking restrictions and 
calming measures will exacerbate the problem. Please no public art or street furniture 
in the area.
Policy 15.
As a tree lover, having planted several over the years, I disagree with the idea of 
planting them along Wroxham Road. Road safety and visibility immediately spring to 

Comment noted.  This is a description of what has happened in the past.

Comments noted. Sprowston is at an important location on the edge of Norwich with 
key radial routes passing through it.

Comments noted.

Comments noted.  It is made clear in the policy that this only applies if the Highway 
Authority consider the re-location of the Park and Ride site.

Comments noted.  It is not the intention that any changes would restrict emergency 
services: : .: change: is: suggested: elsewhere,: to: refer: to: ‘traffic: management:
measures’

Comments noted.  Traffic management measures would, by definition be aimed at 
the proper management of traffic flows.



Policy 16 & 17 (Page 35)

Policy 18, 19 & 20 (Pages 36 
& 37)
Policy 21 & 22 (Page 38)

mind. To compensate with a 20 mph speed limit on a major road makes me think they 
do not know how busy this road becomes during the day. It will only create congestion 
and tailbacks not only on this road but on the many side roads that lead onto it.
Policies 16 & 17.
Agree with these.
Policies 18, 19 & 20.
I agree with these as long as there is adequate off road parking for the shops.
Policies 21 & 22.
I agree with these but not with Beyond Green even if these sites remain.

Conclusion.
I:consider:the:Broadland:DC’s:plan:as:it:affects:Sprowston,:to:be:extremely:premature:
as no one can know what the result will be for the JCS and we cannot predict what will 
happen at the Inquiry for the NDR. You also need a flood risk assessment for the whole 
area as a guide.
I can only reiterate my concerns about the loss of good productive agricultural land and 
the fact that more food will have to be shipped in creating more pollutants into the 
atmosphere.

Comments noted.

7. W.S Lusher & Son  
Ltd

Spatial Planning Objective 4 
(Page 20)
Policy 20 (Page 37)

Our comments relate firstly to the documents as whole. We are in favour of all the 
initiatives and think that each site specific plan will enhance Sprowston. We are not 
surprised that residents and businesses thought in similar ways and that their opinions
are crystallised in the plan.
Secondly we wish to comment on the School Lane site. As you know I am one of the 
land owners and have realised for a long time that our business may not be suitable for 
the area. Until now relocation has not been a realistic option due to costs. With your 
initiative having mix of housing and retail provision it makes our relocation much more 
feasible. Therefore we fully support the plan.

Comments noted and welcomed.

8. Peter Colby 
Commercials Ltd 

Spatial Planning Objective 4
(Page 20)
Policy 20 (Page 37)

We write to confirm that we are in favour of the plan and believe that the area currently 
occupied by our works complex should be used for residential use. However, we must 
add the caveat that if it is bought to the market for residential use, I can only be so at a 
realistic price and without punitive Section 106 or Social Housing Provisions.

Comments noted and welcomed.

9. Highways Agency
Roger Chenery, Asset 
Manager, Asset 
Development Team

Thank you for your consultation on the above document. I am the Asset Manager for 
the Strategic Road Network in Norfolk and some areas on Cambridgeshire, your 
consultation has therefore been passed to me for reply. You will be aware that the 
Highways Agency is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Strategic 
Road Network in England. In the area of Sprowston, the A47 trunk road forms part of 
the Strategic Road network.

Since your Neighbourhood Plan sets out specific objectives and policies for the 
Sprowston area, which is a little remote from the A47 trunk road, it unlikely to affect the 
operation of the A47. The Highways Agency therefore, has no comment to make 
regarding the content of the draft Sprowston Neighbourhood Plan.

Comments noted.

10. Anglian Water
Sue Bull
Planning Liaison 
Manager
Planning & 
Equivalence 
Asset Management

Spatial Planning Objective 1 
(Page 19)

I note the Spatial Planning objective one, to minimise the impacts of climate change.
Appropriate surface water management would contribute to mitigating for and 
adapting to climate change. In accordance with the technical guidance supporting the 
NPPF and Part H of the Building Regulations, proposals should secure sustainable 
surface water disposal applying the Flood Risk Management Hierarchy to ensure 
infiltration is considered as the preferred option for surface water disposal. Public 
surface water systems should only be considered when all other methods have been 
discounted. Appropriate surface water management methods need to be incorporated 

Comments noted.  Detailed points more appropriately relate to matters dealt with in 
the:District:Council’s:higher:order:planning:documents



in master planning at an early stage as it can impact on the layout. Under no 
circumstances should surface water be discharged into the foul system. We recommend 
this position on surface water management is reflected within the text of the document. 

11. Mr & Mrs R Craggs Sprowston marks the edge of a part of Norwich revealing that dense urbanisation has 
spread too far without good planning foresight, an all too familiar error that planners 
have made with some old Roman towns that are now characterized by traffic 
congestion and flooding.

A strategy for a Better Norwich and a better Norfolk would encompass a plan for a 
Better Sprowston but unfortunately this is not the strategy being pursued. Rather, an 
unpopular dictated strategy without any democratic consultative input has been set to 
make Norwich bigger as confirmed by what has been stated by both a Council Leader 
and the CEO of BDC which is for Norwich to become the size of Nottingham or Bristol, 
thereby suggesting an agenda for a city based Unitary authority. 

It is mockery to be constantly led to believe that local people have been given credible 
and meaningful consultation on planning matters affecting their environment when this 
is patently untrue. There was no clearer evidence of this than the discarding of the 
findings of the Public Consultation on this JCS.  Like many others we are all for having a 
voice in our neighbourhood planning but not if it is not going to be disregarded because 
of predetermined edicts. The Neighbourhood Planning principal of the Localism Bill to 
give local residents a say is nullified by an insistence to comply with the JCS and the 
NDR, both of which are as yet still not approved. 

How much money is being wasted on these pseudo consultations is a question for later 
but it will of necessity be asked when imprudent use of tax-payers money is scrutinised.  

How serious and widespread this matter of the Localism Bill proving to be toothless, 
was highlighted this week in the House of Commons at Prime Ministers Question Time 
when Crispin Blunt Con. MP for Reigate put a question to the Prime Minister by saying: 
“I: have: in: my: hand a recent letter written by the Prime Minister stating – Housing
Development does not trump the Greenbelt and this is underlined by the PM. Crispin 
Blunt explained that he had handed this letter to Martin Pike the Planning Inspector 
reviewing local strategies in and around Reigate and the Planning Inspector upheld the 
principle that greenfields in the greenbelt could be identified for development against 
the wishes of the local people, thus apparently contradicting the Prime Minister written 
word.

Crispin Blunt:went:on:to:ask:the:Prime:Minister:“”Will:he:direct:the:amendment:of:the:
National Planning Policy Framework to better protect greenfield land in the greenbelt 
from unwanted development?
Mr Cameron in reply said that the rules about the greenbelt have not changed and of 
course the Local Authority can only change this by taking something out of the 
greenbelt and putting something back in, in consultation with local people.

These are the words of a Prime Minister who along with the Deputy Prime Minister in a 
Coalition Agreement stated on May 2010, “The:time:has:come:to:disperse:power:more:
widely:in:Britain:today”

Consultation is a pain and an elusive skill for our local authority that has a dreadful 
record of consultation with local people as indicated by the number of complaints about 



The Joint Core Strategy

Spatial Planning Objective 1 
(Page 19)

lack of consultation that have gone to the Local Government Ombudsman, only for 
them to be resolved with a routine empty apology from BDC that is seemingly quite 
happy to waste tax payers time and money on sham consultations and doing want they 
want to do regardless, and then, by shuffling the complaint to the LGO are merely left to 
proffer an empty apology.

One does not want to repeat the arguments against this GNDP Joint Core Strategy and 
the NDR, or the myths it has presented and the undemocratic manner in which it has 
been thrust on the public. However, studying this Neighbourhood Plan makes this 
inevitable since the Town Council strategy has been drawn up to build upon this 
Broadland Joint Core Strategy that is justifiably still mired in conflict and doubt. Even 
Inspector Roy Foster in his EIP wrote asking if the GNDP wished to withdraw this JCS.

Reading the Neighbourhood Plan, this document, contrary to what has been hailed 
under the Localism Bill to give residents a say, gives us no opportunity to influence our 
environment when it is only re-endorsing:GNDP’s:Joint:Core:Strategy:together:with:an:
unwanted half an NDR.

One is also bound to say, that given the timing of the closure date for this consultation 
(28th June), which is before both the re-adjournment of the JCS and the Postwick Hub 
Inquiries, that it is premature. Unfortunately it also adds to the confusion occurring 
contemporaneously with the Area Action Plan Issues and Options. Such confusion and 
fatigue leads to bad decisions and inevitable recrimination. In our opinion this 
Neighbourhood plan has been set up too early and is too preoccupied with pushing the 
JCS and the NDR to the detriment of a great loss of greenfield land that is needed for 
food production, environmental protection, open space and preservation of parkland. 

We could never be persuaded that this GNDP JCS was ever designed to enhance 
Sprowston, and this neighbourhood plan does nothing to prove otherwise. On the 
contrary it has been evident from day one that GNDP wanted to get as many houses 
into NE Norwich as they could and yet still, four years on, they have not provided any 
convincing evidence for the demand they describe. 

This strategy was approved by a Conservative majority led council in spite of serious 
complaints about unresolved critical issues that to this day are still unresolved but were 
dismissed as matters that could be engineered out later. Over three years later there is 
no evidence that critical infrastructure issues such as water stress have been resolved 
yet the push continues to get this contentious JCS accepted There cannot be any excuse 
for a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment not having been carried out or issues of potential 
water availability and contamination quantified, though Anglian Water has conducted a 
consultation based on how much more money the public will pay for security of water 
supply and improved quality.

Word: play: around: the: definition: of: ‘strategy’: might: excuse: some: from: addressing:
critical issues but for a plan to be credible (in this case a neighbourhood plan) it must 
have critical issues resolved at the outset, but this is not the case.

What needs to be borne in mind is that approval of this strategy by Broadland DC was 
supported by the current holder of the Broadland Planning Portfolio on the basis that 
there was no other strategy on the table, but this was completely false because this 
now discredited JCS was the subject of widespread consultation and contained 

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised.  In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.



Policy 14 (Page 33)

numerous suggestions from people, many calling for a dispersal strategy. That a 
dispersal strategy similar to what other councils opted for is what we wished to see, but 
instead we have had this rigid pre-determined strategy imposed that, rather than 
allowing Sprowston the freedom to produce a plan to suit Sprowston, is creating a 
conurbation around it.

Other councils comprising the GNDP opted for and got a dispersal strategy option while 
this council chose to dictate what would happen. This is a key factor that we want to 
change using this Localism Bill otherwise the Localism Bill is meaningless because not 
being able to change a diktat into a what we think is best needed, reflects the opposite 
of residents having a say. This is especially necessary because Sprowston Parish/Town 
Council did not: engage: in: these: JCS: hearings: and: Inspectors’: Inquiries: when: it: was:
clearly evident that autocratic decision-making had replaced democratic consultation 
and it was particularly troubling because it appeared that our Parish Council supported 
the JCS yet never heeded what was troubling parishioners because they were never 
there to witness the issues and myths being raised about the impact on Sprowston 
which is so significant. 

That observation is equally true of Conservative District Councillors whose non–
representation of the views of many constituents who opposed this autocratic 
behaviour by Broadland DC can only be described as being conspicuously absent. That 
they were not seen to attend pre -hearings and Inspector Inquiries, diminished the 
credibility of Councillor representation let alone consultation, especially when it 
happened to be on the most important subject to affect the area in generations. This 
unfortunate fact led many people to expect something better from the Localism Bill in 
the form of the Neighbourhood Plan but this is apparently not the case necessitating a 
complaint to our MP, PM and DPM

This Neighbourhood Plan is very short on tangible planning detail. The shops on 
Wroxham Road are an exception to this, however this small shopping area repeatedly 
highlighted as it is, might to a casual reader be considered a significant issue, but it is 
overplayed unless it was subject to some radical change of layout, but there does not 
seem to be anything radical or significant about it.  It looks like an attempt to elaborate 
on a small but very busy area that we all know is subject to congestion but no significant 
solution is described for the large lorries that park there during the day other than a 
parking rearrangement for about 16 vehicles around these 6 or 7 shops.

Much of the rest of the presentation is platitudes, rather than tangible and measurable 
objectives and written in the same style used to promote the Joint Core Strategy. 
Statements in the Foreword about making things happen for Sprowston diminish in 
credibility when it looks more like it is aimed at making it happen for the Joint Core 
Strategy and for a Greater Norwich.

Since this JCS was first mooted, the rationale as it affects growth has become the very 
opposite to what was first: promoted: Originally: it: was: to: ‘accommodate’: growth: in:
population,:but:now:it:is:taking:the:form:of:growth:in:order:to:‘stimulate:the:economy’:
Several important questions remain unanswered, there are thousands of homes with 
planning permission that have not progressed to build so why are we seeking to build 
on yet more greenfield land? 

The problem of affordability is a multi-facetted issue and not merely related to first time 

Comments noted.  The policy is phrased in general terms as it deals with the principle, 
further detail is given on the key issues that will need to be considered in the text 
under the policy.



Spatial Vision (Page 17)

Spatial Vision Key Objectives 
(Page 18)

Spatial Planning Objective 1 
(Page 19)

buyers: Developers: are: obviously: ‘land: banking’: to: secure: higher: prices: and: build on 
cheaper greenfield sites. Mortgages have never been cheaper but Government aid for 
house building is actually failing in that it is attracting second home-buyers and 
landlords more so than first time buyers. First time buyers are restricted because they 
cannot raise the capital for various reasons. These points have been made consistently 
as more greenfield land has been released for house building but which is not 
translating into builds. Empty houses across Europe have ruined good food producing 
land in a catastrophic miss-judgment of house financing. So we could in fact do worse 
and build houses on greenfield land that people cannot afford to buy. I suspect however 
that we will see more land banking and a very slow rate of house-building.

The argument now put forward that affordable house-building may be cheaper than 
housing benefit just shows how logic can become convoluted it is not an argument at all 
and has not been thought through. Social housing is now more unaffordable than ever 
because capital is unaffordable because of the debt burden on the nation. The idea of 
pushing forward with house-building to stimulate the economy is still going to require 
funding - and funding through borrowing, the paying back of which poses the biggest 
calamity if interest rates rise as they must surely do.  

In the Spatial Vision on page 17 it states:“that:high:quality:homes:will:meet:people’s:
needs and aspirations in attractive and sustainable places”:and:“development will be 
to the highest possible standard of: design” But this does not square with the main 
objective which is to build more affordable homes. And as described on page 18: “.:
variety:of:suitable:housing:that:reflects:people’s:needs”: - Suitable is not synonymous 
with highest quality

A lot of these objectives are wish lists that run contrary to reasonable expectation. For 
example, water stress and traffic congestion are problems now and will only get worse 
with more houses coming along let alone thousands more. So how can this degree of 
expansion possibly minimize the contribution of climate change for example and other 
impacts?

On page 19 Objective 1, it states that the ‘Northern: Distributor: Road: will: relieve:
pressure:on:radial:routes:through:Sprowston’: Inspector Roy Foster took issue with this 
assertion at the Examination in Public and stated that the opposite would happen and 
that a consequence of the NDR would result in congestion on the outskirts and in 
particular on Wroxham Road and around Tesco. In the absence of traffic impact 
information why are such assertions still being peddled?

There has been much talk in the past 5 years of bringing business and jobs to north-east 
Norwich but with little by way of evidence. There is no evidence to my knowledge of 
any business wanting to relocate to this part of Norwich. We have consistently stated, 
as in the Public Consultation that got binned, that any growth would come from the 
south-west where research is based and start-up businesses most likely to occur. 
Similarly, talk of reducing carbon emissions in the JCS for this area, is in fact the very 
opposite of reality. Carbon emissions from additional travel will increase as a result of 
these plans. As for claims that car usage will reduce there is nothing to support this. 
Types of rail systems have never been evaluated. The preoccupation is with roads and 
the half NDR in particular, which is a road that is not needed since the inner link roads 
that comprise the old NDR pink route are going to be constructed in any case.

Comments noted.  All housing should be well-designed.

Comments noted.  It is national objective to minimise climate change.

Comments noted.  The Spatial Planning Objectives listed are those within the Joint 
Core Strategy,.



Spatial Planning Objective 7 
(Page 22)

Government both locally and nationally have talked about integrated transport for 
decades but there has been no evaluation of this, mention of this in the Public 
Consultation on the JCS was never going to stimulate any discussion on this whereas a 
highly contentious NDR has been pounded relentlessly despite all the talk and sham 
concern for CO2 emissions. Norwich is an old and unique Roman Town where radial 
road routes have become congested despite the construction of outer ring roads to 
provide more options to access these radial roads. It is clear those additional roads and 
closing and opening road routes, has reached saturation point and it has become an 
exercise akin to moving deckchairs on the Titanic, in terms of providing suitable and 
sustainable options. It has been suggested by NCC that rail modes of travel, light and 
main line, have not been evaluated because Norwich is not big enough. This is a myopic 
view to take because:
1.Rail travel mainline and light rail combination can eliminate roads and avoid traffic 
congestion and delay.
2. Built as it is with its radial roads, congestion in Norwich is only going to get worse as it 
gets bigger.
3. A rail system suits Norfolk as a county and is not confined to Norwich so it should not 
be considered for Norwich in isolation.
4. Rail can provide rapid access in and out of the city to more dispersed communities 
and can boost the tourism industry, enhancing Norwich as a principal tourist attraction 
by being more accessible and enjoyable.
5. To wait until Norwich is big enough to justify a railway system would inevitably 
produce the conclusion that such a rail system would have avoided the congestion and 
it has come too late.

We have advocated a Better Norwich and a better Norfolk and not a bigger Norwich 
that will only make this fine city less accessible. The geographical situation of Norwich 
and Norfolk with their unique characteristics and dispersed industries of agriculture and 
tourism and coastal opportunities does not need a metropolis like Bristol or Nottingham 
but a strategy that will enhance both county and city. We need one Council to run thjs 
County supported by Parish our Town councils for communication purposes and 
miscellaneous administration and such restructuring would provide a permanent 
financial solution. 

That: Broadland: DC: some: three: years: after: approving: it’s: JCS: could: not: produce:
adequate evidence at the recent JCS Inquiry (that stands adjourned) into the NE Growth 
Triangle brought about by the legal challenge, suggests that it is ill thought out or 
seriously lacks credibility.

A close examination of the best strategy for Sprowston is not one of vast expansion 
consuming good food producing agricultural and animal pastureland. Neither is creating 
more problems associated with urbanization that Sprowston already has. The GNDP 
Joint Core Strategy was never designed to enhance Sprowston, on the contrary it was to 
get as many houses into the northern sector to justify a Northern Distributor Road that 
had been talked about and decisions made against it since 1988. The fact is that this 
road has less justification now than it ever had when previously it was planned to link up 
with the western limb of the A47

Detailed reasons against further significant expansion of Sprowston are stated in our 
submission on the Beyond Green Proposal and Planning Application and cover the 
critical issues of water stress shortage, contamination and waste disposal, flood risk and 

Comments noted.  The Spatial Planning Objectives listed are those within the Joint 
Core Strategy.



traffic congestion.

It is vitally important that this Neighbourhood Plan does the right thing for Sprowston 
when we see error in adopting the wider strategies.

The comments about this P&R even being considered for relocation should be rejected 
given everything that was stated by Norfolk County Council. They cannot treat people as 
if they are fools
The P&R has become accepted and people have made lifestyle decisions around this 
feature.
It should not even be considered especially if it is thought to move it out to the 
proposed NDR. Ironically this area was suggested as site C because it was on land used 
as a Second World War airfield and considered to be brownfield land. However NCC 
Members and Officers stated categorically that it was greenfield land. Yet over a decade 
later when people oppose development on this greenfield land NCC suddenly decide to 
conveniently change it to brownfield land for precisely the same reason we regarded it 
as brownfield well over a decade ago.

12. Spixworth Parish 
Council

Spatial Planning Objective 7 
(Page 22)

With reference to Objective 7: 
This response is made with regard to how the Town Plan will affect this parish. 
Concerns have been expressed about road congestion as a result of the new housing 
development which would adversely impact on Spixworth residents getting to and from 
the City.
Consideration is needed for infrastructure and public transport improvements to 
alleviate this, and the introduction of dedicated bus lanes and/ or rapid bus routes to 
encourage the use of public transport into Norwich is welcomed. It is noted that a Bus
Rapid Transit route will be introduced for Salhouse Road, and perhaps this scheme 
could be introduced on other radial routes through Sprowston. 
On a positive note, the proposals should bring new employment opportunities for the 
community, and the increase in local population will make it more viable for bus 
operators to offer an extended bus timetable for Spixworth. A bus service running 
beyond 6pm would be a good thing for our community. 
The:Town:Council: should:be:congratulated:for: the:Plan’s:content:and presentation; in 
particular, the way it addresses all foreseeable issue and needs.

Comments noted and welcomed.

13. Natalie Wallace
(Resident)

The Joint Core Strategy The presentation of the neighbourhood plan looks professional but frankly reveals little 
by way of an actual plan and would in any case benefit from a more simplistic 
description. More importantly it seems to repeat a lot of planning objectives or aims 
that the Joint Core Strategy documents contained which I found rather disappointing. I 
could not help thinking that this neighbourhood plan is pre-occupied with promoting 
the Joint Core Strategy and the NDR both of which I and fellow residents strongly 
disagree with. Neither of these projects has been approved so I think this 
neighbourhood plan is not appropriate if it relies on these projects getting the go-
ahead.

I disagree with this JCS that seeks to build far too many homes in this part of north east 
Norwich when there is little actual evidence that they need to be built here and when 
the increase in business and job prospects is clearly in the south west where research 
centres are seeing the growth. Besides, the increase in traffic on Wroxham Road in 
particular cannot be sustained. We also have experienced water shortage and we know 
only too well that there will be a increased risk of flooding if such large scale 
development took place.

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised.  In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.



Our Residents Representative Bob Craggs has articulated and represented our concerns 
about about the JCS and the NDR so it really is more time efficient for both the Council 
and myself to refer to Bob's well made and representative comments on Preserving the 
environment and Food producing farmland; Traffic Congestion; Water stress and Flood 
risk that he has made for years now with specific regard to the JCS and the NDR.

I cannot therefore agree with a Neighbourhood Plan that promotes what I have been 
opposed to for a long time now and the confused and highly questionable justification 
for both of these projects convinces me more as time goes on that the justification is 
not there for the simple reason that there are thousands of homes that have had 
planning permission to build for years now but are not going forward. Therefore I urge 
you not to give planning permission to build on good quality greenfield land such as we 
have in Sprowston, let us just settle for what has already been approved.

14. Mr J Ward (Norfolk 
County Councillor)

In full support of the plan. Comments noted and welcomed.

15 Nature Fields Hon 
Secretary Mr J 
Fincham

Would like to see a fenced plot of land set aside for butterflies. Comments noted.  The point made is too specific for the Neighbourhood Plan, which 
deals in principles.  Wildlife issues are addressed in Policy 1.

16. Badger Building (East 
Anglia) Ltd

Welcomes the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan and proposals to seek 
appropriate:improvements:to:infrastructure:and:the:environment:in:parallel:with:BDC’s:
allocations in the growth triangle.

Noted.

17. Mrs V Hill
(Resident)

Policy 17 (Page 35) Concerned that whoever wishes to avail themselves of this admirable cycle/walking 
facility from through the woods will undoubtedly arrive by car.  Main concern is where 
will they park? There is a car-park off Blue Boar Lane which ideally should have been 
sign-posted many years ago. Vehicles are already parking in Plantation Drive to access 
the woodland.

The Neighbourhood Plan sets out the ambitions for this site.  More detailed matters, 
such as parking, would need to be examined once the proposal is developed. 

18. Mr A Aldous
(Resident)

Policy 14 (Page 33) Traffic calming measures including a central reservation to narrow carriageway causes 
difficulties for cyclists.

It is not the intention to hinder cyclists.  Objective 11 states that the safety and quality 
of on and off road provision for cyclists will  be improved.  These matters will be dealt 
with in the detailed design of the proposals.

19. H Wright
(Resident)

Policy 20 (Page 37) Would not like Lushers Loke built on or made into a busy road as part of the 
redevelopment of the industrial area, and suggest it be retained traffic free to 
encourage people to walk rather than use their cars.

There is no intention to develop Lushers Loke or make it busier with traffic.  These are 
matters for the master planning of the site at a later stage, when consultations with 
the community will be key.

20. Richard Smith
(Resident)

Policy 20 (Page 37) Hopefully no plans to build on the green space next to Sprowston Diamond Centre. Noted.  There are no plans for this type.

21. Paul and Chrissie 
Jackson
(Resident) 

Policy 14 (Page 33) We are pleased to see the proposals to develop the shopping precinct on Wroxham 
Road as part of the Neighbourhood Plan, and hope this will make it to the final draft -
we’re:also:keen:to:see:a:reduction:in:the:speed:of:traffic:along:Wroxham:Road
Traffic discipline could further be improved by either removing the bus lane - which 
doesn’t:work:and:has:created a dual carriageway towards Norwich, the outer lane being 
used for overtaking, the inner for undertaking, both often in excess of the local speed 
limit - another solution would be to extend its operation to at least 12 hours a day - its 
neither one thing or other at the moment.
.s: cyclists,: we’d: love: to: see:more: cycle: lanes: around: Sprowston: - one on Wroxham 
Road would help greatly - there are more cycling along the pavement than the road at 
times. 

Support noted.

The Norwich Area Transport Strategy, produced by Norfolk County Council, seeks to 
retain Wroxham Road as a core bus route.  The Neighbourhood Plan would therefore 
risk not being in conformity if it sought to remove this route.

The NATS (see above) does not propose a cycle lane for Wroxham Road at present, 
although the Norwich Cycle Network does include a key cycle route that follows minor 
roads from the ring road, out towards the north of the settlement.

22. Mrs P S Rennie 

Policy 14 (Page 33)

With such massive housing development open and green spaces must be preserved. No 
cul-de-sacs good idea. VERY BAD mistake closing Church Lane. Should have been made 
one way from North Walsham Road with mini roundabout at North Walsham Road end. 
Wroxham Road local centre definitely needs improving, car park outside shops a health 
and safety issue.

Support noted and welcomed.



A well thought out plan which must be considered by all concerned.
23. Great and Little 

Plumstead Parish 
Council

The Joint Core Strategy

Policy 14 (Page 33)

Policy 13 (Page 32)

You may be aware our Parish Council has opposed the JCS, Joint Core Strategy as it 
applies to the NET, North East Triangle. We feel the plans as proposed by the Broadland 
element of the GNDP lack credibility and are essentially flawed as they do not provide 
the evidence base for the massive increase in housing requirements they have put 
forward and there are superior options available? This equally applies to the lack of 
evidence that would give any credibility for employment projections within the 
identified area North East Triangle which your plan does not challenge or question these 
assumptions. Your Neighbourhood plan provides no data to support your comments for 
housing or employment.
It is our opinion the propose NDR (Northern Distributor Road) and the proposed NATS 
(Norwich Area Transport System) will not facilitate a reduction in dangerous 
carcinogens’: or: reduce: Carbon: footprint: ,: noise: pollution: Light: pollution,: or: reduce:
congestion. We believe the opposite will be the output of this flawed strategy.
It would appear your Neighbourhood Plan accepts the JCS/NATs/NDR in total as 
proposed by GNDP/Broadland District Council and Norfolk County benefits Council. We 
do not subscribe to this, we believe in a better Norwich and a better Norfolk, this can be 
achieved by allowing organic growth for Market Towns and Villages, utilising fast 
Broadband, protecting valuable farmland and securing sustainable local employment at 
the same time protecting this unique area of Broadland.
We do not subscribe to the NATs proposals, part of which is the closure of main feed 
roads in to Norwich and out of Norwich; an example is closing off of Gurney Road 
through Mousehold Heath, as this will divert significant traffic to and from Norwich 
increasing radial traffic to Plumstead Road or Wroxham Road.
We would argue against introducing speed restrictions, 20mph along Wroxham Road or 
any main roads, primarily because the output of this would be further increase 
dangerous carcinogenic pollution with all the known harm to residents’:health,:let:alone:
the massive increase in congestion increased journey time and carbon footprint. 
One can only observe the consequences of blocking roads such as the link at the bottom 
of Silver Road. Traffic leaving Wroxham Road via Silver Road into the City has two 
options Magdalene Road or Silver Road if one takes the Silver Road option, the traffic 
has to turn left at the bottom of towards Ketts Hill and then travel back along Barrack 
Street, the output of this flawed strategy results in increased journey time increased 
congestion increased pollution et al. Taking the Magdalene Road results in a similar 
issue via Magpie Road.
In view of the above your Neighbourhood Plan proposals would impact in a negative 
way on our Parish and surrounding Parishes’: We: believe: the: current: Park: and: Ride:
located in Sprowston should remain, as it provides a natural link for the inner link road, 
This link will be required in any case and will dramatically improve radial vehicle 
movement West to East, be delivered much quicker, with far superior cost effective 
CRB, cost to ratio benefit than the proposed NDR.
It also has the benefit of gaining funding from Housing developments Book Farm/Laurel 
Farm/Broadland Business Park/Blue Boar development which already has Planning 
permission, via the CIL allocation which is now in place. 

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised.  In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.

The proposed measure to introduce a speed limit of 20 mph only applies to the area 
of the local centre on Wroxham Road, and not the whole length of the road.  It is felt 
this is vital to the functioning of an improved local centre, as described in the policy 
and supporting text.

Comments noted: the decision on whether or not the Park and Ride site is moved is 
one for Norfolk County Council, as acknowledged within the supporting text to the 
policy, and not Sprowston Town Council, via its Neighbourhood Plan.

24. Christine Ridden
(Resident)

My:concern:is:the:increased:number:of:vehicles:using:the:area:where:I:live:as:a:“rat:run”:
to get from the North Walsham Road to the Ring Road by cutting through Allens Lane 
and Neville Road because of the volume of traffic on the North Walsham Road. The 
situation is bad enough now but some of your policies will have a further detrimental 
effect:

 The NDR has not yet been approved so to say it will alleviate traffic is 
presumptuous to say the least. Even if it does get approval, completion is years 

The Norwich Area Transport Strategy, produced by Norfolk County Council sets out 
strategic policies and more detailed proposals for transport and road improvmenets 
in the Norwich area over the next few years.



Policy 14 (Page 33)

away and it is unfair to expect residents to put up with rat-running for many 
years to come.

 Plans for Wroxham Road will simply push more people onto North Walsham 
Road. To think that drivers will happily accept speed restrictions and allow more 
time for their journeys us naïve. The North Walsham Road is classified a B roads. 
It simply cannot cope with an increase in traffic.

 We have traffic calming measures (speed humps) all through Allens Lane area 
but vehicles consistently ignore the 20mph speed limit.

 There are schools in the near vicinity, and many youngsters walk to school. As 
you:know,:youngsters:walking:can:be:unpredictable:and:I’ve:seen:several:near:
misses. Should the unthinkable happen, Government statistics state that 
injuries sustained at 20mph are much less than higher speeds.

 The:plans:for:housing:in:the:“growth:triangle”:could:mean:several:thousands:of:
more cars on the local roads, making congestion on North Walsham Road 
potentially even worse. You may state that people will be encouraged to use 
public transport/cycles, etc. but in reality most people will continue to use 
private cars. To think otherwise is again naïve.

 I would like to see it made more difficult for vehicles to use Allens Lane/Neville 
Road as a cut through to the Rig Road. If that is not possible then I would like to 
see much tighter enforcement of speed limits in the area. Could close liaison 
with the Police provide more frequent speed checks (due to the number 
currently breaking the law it would provide a good source of income in speeding 
fines): Could: the: residential: roads: have: “narrowed”: areas: as: well: as: speed:
humps.

The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to enhance a very small section of Wroxham Road, to 
create an improve local centre.  This is seem as a key proposal which will help to make 
the neighbourhood more attractive, enhance the local economy, and promote a sense 
of local identity.  It is not felt that this proposal will greatly impact on traffic pressure 
as it affects North Walsham Road.

Comments:relating:to:the:‘Growth:Triangle’:relate:to:matters:dealt:with:in:higher:level 
documents produced by Broadland District Council (amongst others) – in particular 
the Joint Core Strategy and the Area Action Plan documents.

25. Cherie Buck
(Resident)

The Joint Cores Strategy I am a resident of St Mary's Grove, and would like to know what the plans are for the 
field immediately north/north east of the footpath which runs from Wroxham Road to 
St Mary's and St Margaret's Church, up to the Park and Ride. Would this field be an 
extension of the cemetery grounds? This would, by far, be the preferred option from my 
perspective, and that of the local residents that I have spoken to. We feel that more 
housing would be detrimental to the immediate landscape, and make our pleasant 
estate feel very hemmed in.

Also, having read a fair amount of literature regarding the council's proposals, I have yet 
to read that there would be provision of quality restaurants, bars, pubs and takeaways. 
A selection that caters for families, and also for adults wishing to have a pleasant 
evening out without the hassle of going into Norwich city centre would be very 
welcome, as we are severely lacking these facilities in this area. I feel that parents who 
leave their children with a babysitter whilst they have a night out would appreciate 
being close to home in case of an emergency, and it would also keep the cost down if 
people are able to walk rather than drive or get taxis, as well as promote jobs in the 
area. How about something on the lines of Prezzo, All Bar One and Wetherspoons to 
cater for all?

Have you considered a cinema in the area? I am sure it would be well used by all age 
groups. Or a bowling alley for families and young people?

The Neighbourhood Plan does not directly address issues relating to the proposed 
major development to the north of Sprowston.  This is the subject of a planning 
application by Beyond Green Limited, more details of which can be found in the 
‘planning’:section:of:Broadland:District:Council’s:website

26. Thorpe St Andrew 
Town Council 

Thorpe St Andrew Town Council has looked at your Neighbourhood Development Plan 
and I have been instructed to comment that the Town Council support the plan and 
endorse the planning and environmental policies contained within it.

Support noted and welcomed.

27. Judy Leggett
(Norfolk County 
Councillor)

I have now read this plan and I believe it is a well thought through initiative which will 
shape Sprowston to improve and enhance the environment for present and future 
residents.

Support noted and welcomed.  It is felt that the map on page 12 accurately sets out 
the Sprowston parish boundary.



Growth Triangle Map (Page 
9)

My only comment is regarding the plan on page 9 which could give an impression that 
the boundaries of Old Catton, Sprowston and Thorpe are further south than the actual 
boundaries.

28. Mr P J Shingfield
(Resident)

The Joint Core Strategy In: response: to: your: request: for: the: public’s: comments: on: the: future: proposes:mass:
development in the Sprowston area, which forms part of the plan to build approx 
37,000 houses in the Norwich area within 15 years. This is not my first letter regarding 
this subject, and I am hoping that this letter is rear and responded to from the Council 
unlike previous correspondence, otherwise it becomes pointless for the Town Council to 
ask for comments. Why is the Council accepting in the quantities of housing within the 
Sprowston area to be built on prime agricultural land.  518.5 acres of countryside is 
required for 3,500 houses proposed to the north of Sprowston. Why does the 
indigenous population have to subscribe what we have because we are told to develop 
on this mass scale, and who are these houses being built for.
Surely the neighbourhood plan is worthless if proposed development goes ahead, we 
will lose even more identity as vas communities are created, we do not need to create 
open space, walks green areas etc. we have them. We cannot build what is being 
proposed and take land just because open land is beside us. We must think hard about 
this for the sake of future generations, and remember the planet has no more unused 
land available for cultivation.

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised.  In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.

29. Sprowston Care for 
the Environment and 
Nature Team
(Andrew Dickie)

Key Aspirations (Page 7)

The Joint Core Strategy and 
Growth Triangle 

Spatial Portrait (Page 11)

Spatial Portrait (Page 13)

I note your request that a) comments are addressed to specific parts of the plan, b) 
those comments express clearly the respondent's concerns c) you request suggestions 
for improvements/changes and d) request omissions. With that in mind, I make the 
following observations, based on a second reading through of the Plan this morning:
Page 5: I note you highlight the twin objectives of managing growth and improving 
services. However, you also note the need for integration and co-ordination. Could I ask 
whether the Council's own risk assessment as to the problems of integration and co-
ordination are optimistic or pessimistic?

Page 7: I note you speak of “ensuring that it respects the character of the area”
Following on from the previous question, could I ask how the Council characterizes not 
just Sprowston as a whole, but its constituent areas, given later expressed policies? (See 
below)

Page 8: I note you speak of “constraints on the city”, necessitating suburban growth. 
However, the focus on the Growth Triangle is one deriving from the Joint Core Strategy. 
Does the Council feel that it has argued sufficiently strongly for development within the 
City, rather than the suburbs, or is it the case that Sprowston Town Council is actually 
either a willing partner in this suburban growth, or accepts its necessity?

Page 11: I note you refer to “open space and recreational facilities”:Nowhere,:however,:
is there a direct reference to a swimming pool (of Olympic Standard, hopefully) which 
might encourage not just healthy activity, but also improve safety (protection from 
drowning), and also encourage Olympic quality athletes to come to Sprowston to train. 
With than in mind, perhaps even a diving pool might be considered?

Page 13: I note the importance of the NDR to both the reduction of traffic through the 
area, but also to the connection of Sprowston to areas of likely employment growth in 
the NIA to the West and Broadland Business Park to the East.

Page 14: I note your reference to “the proportion of local people with qualifications is 
lower than Broadland as a whole”, but do not see any specific policy, other than a 

Comments noted.

The character of Sprowston, and areas within the parish, is expressed in the section of 
the: document:entitled: ‘Spatial: Portrait’: : .: baseline: assessment: of: the: character: of:
the parish is also within the Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report.

These comments allude to matters within higher level development plan documents 
being produced by the Greater Norwich Development Partnership and Broadland 
District Council.  The Neighbourhood Plan has to be in conformity with strategic 
policies within these documents.

The Spatial Portrait is a current portrait of the area, highlighting existing facilities and 
key features, rather than aspirational ones.

Comments noted.

The Neighbourhood Plan deals with matters related to land use and development and 
so it would be inappropriate to include the type of proposal mentioned here in the 



Spatial Portrait (Page 14)

Spatial Vision (Page 17)

Spatial Vision Key Objectives 
(Page 18)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 1 (Page 19)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 3 (Page 20)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 4 (Page 20)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 5 (Page 21)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 6 (Page 21)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 7 (Page 22)

Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 8 (Page 22)
Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 9 (Page 23)

general desire to make improvements in this respect. Might Sprowston consider setting 
up a Sprowston Education Authority (SEA) along the lines of the old, much-lamented, 
ILEA, which could run courses in local schools and other centres, acting as a facilitator, 
rather than a direct provider.

Page 17: I note that the old Local Strategic Partnership and the Sustainable Community 
Strategy plans are both, thankfully, still in place. The current Government made a 
serious error in ditching both of these initiative.

Page 17: I further note that you have an objective to provide “opportunities for people 
to learn at all stages of life” Again, the ditching of Life-long Learning Partnerships was a 
further error of judgement on the part of the current Government. May I ask what plans 
Sprowston Town Council has for maintaining and improving life-long learning? And in 
particular, for encouraging an APL/WBL (Accreditation of Prior Learning/Work-based 
Learning) approach, probably based on an NVQ system?
Page 18: All of these objectives are admirable, but I would highlight in particular, with a 
request to know how the Council will seek to achieve this, and what powers it has to do 
so

 Access to high standards of health, education and social care 
 Sustainable transport, with a network of safe pedestrian and cycle links

Page 19: Objective 1. I note you refer to enhancing Wroxham Road OR School Lane. Are 
these:alternatives,:or:is:it:the:Council’s:intention:to:develop:both?

Page 20: Objective 3: I note you refer to economic sustainability and local employment. 
Again, I would ask how the Council foresees it might achieve this and what constraints 
there are on its freedom of action?

Page 20: Objective 4: I note you refer to “distinctive neighbourhood ‘hubs’, each with a 
unique community ‘offer’ ” Again, I would ask how far the Council is on defining where 
these ‘hubs’:might:be/are,:and:what:they:see:as:their:“unique community ‘offer’ ”

Page 21: Objective 5: I have already referred to the idea of a Sprowston Education 
Authority (SEA)

Page 21: Objective 6: You refer to “improved facilities for young people”, but do not 
specify what you have in mid. A Swimming Pool is only one possibility. Might I ask what 
others you have in mid? Skateboard arenas/parks? Youth clubs? Outward 
Bound/Adventure Parks? A Youth Theatre/Auditorium? It would be interesting to know 
what the Council has in mid, but all of the above seem both possible, and desirable.

Page 22: Objective 7. Will the Bus Rapid Transport System be under municipal 
ownership and control, or will it be yet another branch of Arriva/Stagecoach/First etc. -
i.e. yet another unaccountable behemoth, whose only interest is in paying dividends to 
its faceless shareholders?

Page 22: Objective 8: already referred to the “unique community ‘offer’ ”

Page 23: Objective 9: Enhancement of biodiversity and locally distinctive landscapes, 
along with “The area’s ability to adapt to a changing climate will be enhanced” Does the 

document.  In Norfolk the Education Authority is Norfolk County Council.

Comments noted.

The Neighbourhood Plan deals with matters related to land use and development; 
however, the provision of Sprowston Diamond Centre (Policy 19) will create a 
community space in which these kind of initiatives could be carried out.

The Neighbourhood Plan will, if adopted, become part of the Development Plan for 
the area and so will be taken into account by the Local Planning Authority (Broadland 
District Council) in determining planning applications, as well as being used to guide 
the work of the Town Council.

Policies 14 and 15, and 18, 19 and 20 express the intention of enhance both of these 
areas.

Policies 4 through 7, 14 and 18 seek to promote economic growth and sustainability.

.:number:of:specific:‘hubs’:are:proposed:as:part:of:this:Neighbourhood Plan.  Details 
of their location and their function can be found in the site specific policies within the 
Plan.

Comment noted.

Comments and support noted.  A number of the proposals will have benefits for 
younger:people,:but:the:‘Sprowston:Woodland:Park’:(policies:16,:17):in:particular,:is:
seem as a proposal that will offer a recreation facility to the youth of Sprowston 
(amongst others), as expressed in the supporting text.

BR7 is a proposal in the Highway Authority Norwich Area Transportation Strategy.  
Actual services will be provided by the bus companies.

Comment noted.

A number of policies within the Neighbourhood Plan (1,5,6,15,16,17,18,21,22) seek to 
address Objective 9.



Spatial Planning Objectives 
Objective 11 (Page 24)

Policy 1 (Page 25)

Policy 2 (Page 26)

Policy 14 (Page 33)

Policy 3 (Page 27)

Policy 4 (Page 28)

Policy 9 (Page 29)

Policy 11 (Page30)

Council have any existing plans, or dedicated staff, to attain these objectives?

Page 24: Objective 11: I can only applaud your intention to see that “Medical and social 
facilities [...] will be properly planned for in new developments and will be accessible to 
all”,:and:so:not:left:to:the:vagaries:of:the:market,:with:the:often:resultant:exclusion:of:
the poor and the disabled.

Page 25: Policy 1. I applaud the inclusion of considerations relating to both “hedges and 
mature trees” and also “roof terraces, gardens and links between them” all of which are 
very central to what S.C.E.N.T. (Sprowston Care for the Environment and Nature Team) 
are trying to achieve.

Page 26: Policy 2: 
Landscaping and public art. Have the Council considered who might be approached for 
both of these (Norwich University of the Arts, for example?). 
I applaud the desire for 20 mph zones – excellent, as also the encouragement of 
pedestrian:routes:Presumably:this:will:also: include:“walking:buses”:for:children:going:
to school?
I heartily applaud the panting of street trees, though care must be taken that they are of 
a type to have deep tap roots, and restricted branching root structures.
“front gardens of a similar size to existing houses” I applaud the aim of making the front 
of:houses:“the:front”,:with:parking:ideally:at:the:back:Could:we:also:ensure:that:front:
gardens/drives are water permeable, so that rain filters down to the ground and the 
aquifers,:and:doesn’t:just:disappear:in:run-off?

Page 27: Policy 3 – “shared:equity”:Who:will:back/fund:these?:The:Council?:.lone,:or:in:
partnership with a Housing Association. Might the Council even seek to become a 
Housing Action Trust (unless those have now been abolished, given their capacity to 
harm, if in the wrong hands)?

Page: 28: Policy: 4: “bank or Post Office” Have the Council considered setting up a 
Sprowston Credit Union? Indeed, have they also considered setting up both their own 
Timebank/LETS, backed partly by a Sprowston currency, the “Sprowston pound”, to 
which the name a “Sprow” might be given? LETS and local currencies keep local skills 
and local wealth locally circulating and deployed – an excellent objective. The issue of 
local employment is partly one of business incubation (where Policy 6 has a role to play) 
and also one of education – already referred to.

Page 29: Policy 9: Provision of health services. What powers – even if only those of 
influence – does the Council have in the matter of planning for, and providing new 
health services. Might the Council at least serve as a focus for collection of views and 
wishes of its residents, so that it can then pass on a considered response to the new, 
(and:totally:unwieldy,:in:my:view):Care:Commissioning:Groups:Bring:back:the:PCT’s:and:
the Health Authorities, whose staff had the time and expertise to make meaningful 
decisions in these matters.

Page 30: Policy 11: “without discrimination” I approve of the desire to make fuller use 
of schools, and other community resources, in the cause of life-long learning – this was, 
after all, the whole idea behind the setting up of comprehensive education in the 
1960’s:However,: it: is:essential:that:the:concept:“without discrimination” extends also 
to the disadvantaged, both physically and mentally, and also socially and educationally. 

Comment noted.

Comment and support noted.

This level of detail will be addressed when considering and influencing any 
development proposals that come forward in the area.
Comment and support noted.  It is not within the remit of the Neighbourhood Plan to 
propose such social initiatives, although this kind of initiative could be explored with 
the Education Authority, Norfolk County Council.

Comments: and: support: noted: : Objective: 1: states: that: ‘new: development: will:
generally be guided away from areas with a high probability of surface water flooding.  
Where new development in such areas is desirable for reasons of sustainability, flood 
mitigation will be required.  

It is envisaged that housing provided under shared equity, will be done so with a 
housing association.

It is not within the remit of the Neighbourhood Plan to propose social initiatives.  Such 
measures would need to be considered separately.

Policy 9 seeks the appropriate planning of health facilities in the area, ensuring they 
are easily accessible.  This is within the remit of the neighbourhood-wide policies set 
out in the plan and has been subject to consultation with local health care providers 
(NHS Norfolk).

Comments noted.  The term is intended to reflect any and all kinds of discrimation.

There are no proposals within the Neighbourhood Plan to open up locally valued 
buildings and it is not within the remit of the Town Council to open privately-owned 
building to the public.



Policy 13 (Page 32)

Policy 14 (Page 34)

Policy 17 (Page 35)

Policy 18 (Page 36)

Policy 21 (Page 38)

This also relates to Policy 12, since many of the “locally valued buildings” are not 
necessarily open to the public, so that the great generality of the population are thus 
added to the category of “disadvantaged” Are there any plans for opening up all 
these“locally valued buildings” to public view? Even if only via Open Days or the like?

Page 32: Policy 13: Are there any contingency plans as to how the Wroxham Park and 
Ride might be used, should the need arise?

Page 34: Policy 14 – Public art and street furniture. I have already referred to this above.

Page 35: Policy 17: might this be a location for an Adventure Park?

Page 36: Policy 18: You speak of retail provision on this site. However, School Lane 
between Constitution Hill/Spixworth Road and Neville Road is quite narrow, and has 
speed bumps. Is it the intention to make this accessible only from the Diamond Centre 
access, off Chartwell Road, leaving the part beyond it, and Neville Road, for local use 
only?

Page 38: Policy 21: “enhancements will be sought” Are these based on the assumption 
that: “Beyond: Green”: proposals: will: go: ahead?: Or: are: they: planned,: in: any: event:
(though, of course, different enhancements will necessarily be considered if the 
“Beyond:Green”:proposals:do:not:go:ahead)
Apologies for the length, which is not to be taken to mean I disapprove of the Plan - far 
from it; it is ambitious, and yet largely achievable, and will, if achieved, be the the 
benefit of Sprowston residents - but a number of matters came to me as I read the Plan, 
and others as I re-read it, so that it seemed best to send them to you, for you to note. I 
do not expect a detailed response – you have far too much to handle for me to expect 
that - but should any of the points seem to you worthy of reply, I would be interested to 
hear from you.

The Neighbourhood Plan does not set out any details for potential re-use of the site.  
In this eventuality, it proposes that an appropriate use is found that complements the 
area.

Comments noted.

The short term proposal is to open the site for walking and cycling.  Usage and 
demand for the site will be assessed to see if there are any significant longer term 
aspirations from the community.

There are no proposals to significantly alter traffic flows around the area, although 
the input of Norfolk County Council Highways will need to be sought in the delivery of 
this policy.

The supporting text under Policy: 21: states,: ‘.djoining: development: will: need: to:
respect: the: sensitivity: of: this: area’: : This: is: not: intended: to: reflect: the: specific:
proposal from Beyond Green Limited, but any adjoining future development.

PROPOSED CHANGE:
- Amend text under Policy 21:to:read:‘.ny:adjoining:development:will:need:to:

respect:the:sensitivity:of:this:area’

Comments and support noted and welcomed.

30. Marc Allen
(Resident)

The Joint Core Strategy I would like to register my objection to all of your plans to develop Sprowston, on the 
grounds that the JCS has been suspended pending the inspectors report, which has 
already been frustrated by your inability to produce documentation on time  if you can't 
produce paperwork on time, what hope is there that any of your so called plans are any 
more reliable?

You want to build thousands of houses in a beautiful and relatively unspoiled area of the 
UK, let alone Norfolk, to the lasting and irreversible detriment of the residents, but to 
the huge advantage of the councils coffers in the form of council tax I suspect, pushed 
through and colluded on by officers and councillors who mainly do not live in 
Sprowston.

I would also like to object on the grounds of vastly increasing traffic in an area already 
busy, and building new roads is not the answer - increasing CO2, traffic calming/ 
sleeping policemen in built up areas produces more carbon emissions due to speed up, 
slow down driving and increased wear and tear on residents cars.

I also object on the grounds of your wilful destruction of agricultural land, when food 
security will be paramount in coming decades - particularly if councils insist on 
increasing CO2 by building more houses on agricultural land.

I also object because you have no plans for water supply to these new properties, and 

The general comments relate to the higher order planning documents produced by 
the District Council.  The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) (2011), developed by the Greater 
Norwich Development Partnership (GNDP) sets out the over-arching strategy for 
growth across Norwich, Broadland and South Norfolk. Although the majority of the 
JCS is adopted the part relating to the proposed Growth Triangle in Broadland is still 
to be finalised.  In addition, the District Council is producing an Area Action Plan for 
the Growth Triangle.



Policy 14 (Page 33)

no flood guarantees to existing and new residents. You do realise that increased CO2
which goes hand in hand with development and increased traffic, seeds rain clouds and 
produces more localised rainfall? Build more - flood more - you have been warned.

I object strongly with you desire to plant trees along the edge of the Wroxham Road, as 
it shows a fundamental ignorance of road safety. Norfolk has one of the highest levels of 
single carriageway casualties in the UK, due to road "furniture", a term to describe 
trees, signs close to the road etc... - and you plan to make them more dangerous? 
Ridiculous and ill thought out.

And as for, as yet undefined "micro generation energy centres" NO! Be specific, tell us 
what you mean, and we, the residents who pay for all of your grandiose schemes will 
decide if it should be built and where.

In addition to helping create an attractive local centre on Wroxham Road research has 
shown (eg: ‘Taking: on: the: Rural: Road: Safety: Challenge’: DFT,: 2010): that: strategic:
roadside planting schemes can reduce traffic speed and improve safety.

31. Beyondgreen (Bruce 
McVean Integrated 
Design Manager)

Policy 13 (Page 32)
Policies 21 & 22 (Page 38)

.s:the:Plan’s:objectives:and:policies:focus:on:issues:within:the:existing:community,:we:
don’t: have: any: comments: other: than: to: welcome: the: draft: Plan: and: to: emphasis:
Beyond: Green’s: broad: support: for: its: aims: and: proposals: I: would,: in: particular,:
highlight the value of the early-stage consultation undertaken by the Council which 
enabled in-depth discussion of the relationship between the needs and opportunities of 
the:existing:Town:and:Beyond:Green’s:proposed:development:to:the:north
We note that policies 13, 21 and 22 relate to land immediately adjacent to North 
Sprowston and Old Catton (NS&OC). These policies are in line with our proposals for 
NS&OC as set out in the Outline Planning Application. We look forward to working with 
the Town Council to help see that they are delivered and to help meet the aspirations 
set out in the Plan should we be successful in securing outline planning permission.

Comments noted and support welcomed.

32. Mrs C A Gilson Policy 18 (Page 36)

Policy 19 (Page 36)

1. What about Peter: Colby’s: Mobile: Mast: that: is: currently: on: the: site?: I: can’t:
imagine anyone wanting to live in close proximity to it.

2. Also reference to the retail proposals (frontage) - I would hate to see the 
adjoining roads clogged up with parked cars.

3. Save the lovely green (football, sports field) - it’s: a: valuable: green: space: in: a:
built up urban area. (Diamond Centre field) 

Changes:
1. The:removal:of:the:mobile:phone:mast:currently:sited:on:Peter:Colby’s:site
2. Anything retail to be sited on frontage of School Lane Development to be small 

local:eg:Newsagents,:grocery:that:doesn’t:attract:a:huge:amount:of:traffic:to:
be parked.

3. Save: the: green,: complete: with: hedge: (boarders: Peter: Colby’s): for:
amenities/sports e.g. Playgroup children, and for use of neighbourhood parish 
residents.

Comments noted and welcomed.  
The detailed comments relate to specific matters that are more appropriately dealt 
with in the planning application.


